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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 General  

This study concerns the performance evaluation of variotis digital 

modulations in satellite communications systems. The satellite channel 

cânsists of the cascade combination of up—link filters, an amplifYing 

transponder and down—iink filters. Also there is additive thermal noise 

on both the up—link and down—link. At high bit—rates both the up—link 

and down—link filters, as well as pulse shaping filters (PSF) in the 

transmitter and receiver cause time spreading of the signal resulting in 

intersymbol interference (ISI) which causes a corresponding degradation 

in system performance. In addition, the transmitter output high—power 

amplifier (HPA), and the satellite transponder, which in most cases are 

travelling—wave tube (TWT) amplifiers, are nonlinear devices causing 

both amplitude compression ce limiting of signals, and incidental phase 

modulation as a function of the input amplitude (AM/PM conversion). 

These nonlinear effects can lead to significant signal distortion and a 

corresponding degradation in' system performance. 

Further  causes of system impairment are different sources of 

interference. 	In addition to the intersymbol interference (ISI), 

mentioned above, cochannel interference (CCI) and adjacent channel 

interference  (Ad)  effects cause degradations in system performance. 

Inaccuracies in carrier phase and symbol timing recovery for coherent 

modulation systems are further sources of performance degradation. 

The objective of this study is to analyze by means of simulation 

the performance of various modulation systems taking into account as 

many of the above effects as possible. In particular, the following 

E .124-1 . 3 
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effects .are included: 

(a) Intersymbol interference (ISI) dûe to time-spreading  of filter 

responses. 

(b) Additive thermal noise. 

(c) Nonlinear effects (amplitude compression and AM/PM conversion) of: 

(1) the I'VIT transponder in satellite, 

(2) the . transmitter output HPA. 

(d) Effects of the pulse shaping filters (PSF) each consisting of a 

cascade combination of: 

(1) Nyquist cosine rolloff filter, 

(2) x/sin (x) aperture equalizer, and 

(3) group delay equalizer. 

(e)Cochannel interference (CCI) 

(f) Adjacent channel interference  (Ad) 

(g) Carrier recovery and symbol timing inaccuracies. 

The effects of (a), (b) and (c1) have been analyzed in previous 

work [1-3] by the authors. The present study consists essentially of 

the extension of this work, which includes more detailed analysis of 

these and the remaining effects on satellite channel performance. 

. In recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to . 

ànàlyticallY evaluating the combined effec4s of Gaussian nélise and 

interference on digitally modulated signals [4-6]. In most of these 

cases, however, this analytical work has bpeen confined to the case 

 where the transmission channel may be represented.  as a combination o.f. 

linear filters, and no attempt has been made to,  consider any, nonlinear 

effects in the channel. 



Because of the mathematical difficulties encountered in analyzing 

nonlinear channels, little analytical work has been done, and what has 

been done has considered only simple limiter-type channels [7,8] which 

do not take into account  AM/PH  conversion effects. Because of this, the 

study of satellite channels and their effects has been by means of 

computer simulation [9-14]. Most of these simulations have ,been limited 

in scope in that they have cànsidered either a small number of 

modulation types, or have dealt with only a limited number of the above 

mentioned effects. 

The subject of the present study is to develop a general purpose 

computer simulation program for evaluating the performance of a wide 

range of digital modulation systems on satellite channels. The previous 

simulation package [1] is to be extended to include as many effects as 

possible in order to provide a useful tool for assessing and predicting 

the expected performance of digital modulations on satellite and radio 

channels. 

1.2 Overall Description of the System Being Simulated  

In the study described in this report, we have employed digital 

computer simulation - to evaluate system performance degradation  •due to 

pulse shaping with Nyquist cosine rolloff filter with all-pass delay 

equalizer, nonlinear effects of HPA characteristics, cochannel (CCI) and 

adjacent channel  (Ad)  interferences, and inaccuracies in carrier and 

symbol timing recovery. The evaluation is performed for the digital 

modulation schemes listed below: 

(1) coherent 2-phase PSK (2-CPSK) 

(2) coherent 4-phase PSK (4-CPSK) 



(3) coherent 8-phase YSK,(8-CPSK) 

(4) coherent 2-phase pse, differentially encoded 

. (5) coherent J4-phase PSK ., , .differentially encoded , 

(6)* coherent8-phase PSK, differentially encoded 

(7) differential 2-phase PSK (2-DPSK) 

(8) offset PSK (OPSK) 

(9) fast FSK (FFSK) 

In this study a unified approach has been taken which facilitates 

performance comparisons of different modulation types under a wide class 

of operating conditions. 

High-frequency signals can, in all cases of interest, 

investigated using pre-envelope functions of the form 

jw t 
s(t) = u(t)e 	= [x(t) + jy(t)le c 	'(1.1) 

The actual transmitted signal is then just the real part of s(t): 

Re{s(t)} = x(t)coswct 	y(t)sinwct 	(1.2) 

where  w.  is. the angular carrier frequency. 	The Information.' to be 

transmitted .is entirely contained in the real baseband signals,x(t),and . ' 

y(t), and thus, with no loàs of generality, the modulation systems under 

study may be investigated by .means of the complex baseband. signais x(t) 

+ jy(t). This is a . basie . philosophy. behind our -simulation . which . is 

carried out entirely in complex baseband'form„  The baseband signes 

x(t) and ,y(t) are referred to as inrphase and quadrature signals, 

respectively. 

A general block diagram of the system being simulated is shown in 



Figure 1.1. 	The main portions of the signal path are modelled in 

complex baseband form. 	They include transmitter PSF, nonlinear HPA, 

transmit (including uplink) filter, nenlinear satellite transponder . 

(TWT), receive (including downlink) filter, and receiver PSF. These 

portions of the simulation program are written as a self-contained set 

of subroutines, and are used in simulating all of the various modulation 

schemes. 

In order to simulate digital data sources, long repetitive 

pseudo-noise (PN) sequences of length 2047 were used. In order to study 

the effects of ISI, all possible patterns of consecutive transmitted 

digits should be present with equal frequency. In practice, of course, 

this requirement depends directly on the group-delay characteristics of 

the filters in the channel. We found it sufficient to ensure only equal 

• 	representation of all possible singlet, doublet, and triplet patterns of 

digits. 

The signal generation portion of the program converts the input PN 

sequences into the quadrature baseband signals x(t) and y(t) according 
1 

to the desired  modulationS law. Fast Fourier transform techniques are 

used to convert the complex baseband signal x(t) + jy(t) to the 

frequency domain 'form X(f) + jY(f). Filtering is performed by 

multiplying X(f) + jY(f) by the complex baseband transfer function of 

the transmitter PSF. This time-frequency-time conversion is performed 

whenever a filter is encountered in the signal path. 

The time-domain output of the PSF is processed by the nonlinear 

HPA, which may be represented as the combination of two nonlinear 

effects, namely, 
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Fig. 1.1 Basic block diagram of system simulation. 
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(a) an amplitude compression or soft-limiting effect often referred to 

as AM/AM conversion. 

(h) a nonlinear amplitude-dependent phase-shift often referred to as 

AM/PM conversion. 

For simulation, the HPA is modelled in quadrature form, combining AM/AM 

and AM/PM. The output signal is then obtained by piecewise curve 

fitting. 

After processing by the HPA, the signal is transformed to the 

frequency-domain and passed through the transmit filter. The 

time-domain output of this . filter is processed by a nonlinear satellite 

1MT transponder in a similar manner to that described above for the HPA. 

Receiver filtering and PSF is then performed as discussed above, and the 

time-domain version of" the signal is passed through the receiver. 

The receiver portion of the simulation is modulation-dependent and 

the separate option is provided for each type of modulation. The 

quadrature components of the received signal are demodulated and the 

energy of each received symbol is evaluated. 

Rather than actually simulating the downlink additive noise, we may 

account for its effect by computing the noise power at the output of the 

receiver PSF, where in this case we assume white additive Gaussian noise 

•  at the input of the downlink filter. The calculated noise power is then 

used in conjunction with the received symbol energy to calculate the 

probability of error for each symbol. The uplink noise cannot be 

handled in this way since it is passing through the nonlinear 

transponder. 	Simulating of uplink noise samples is not performed in 

this study because of limitations on computer time. 	The average of 

calculated probabilities of error over the entire transmitted symbol 
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sequence then forms our estimate of error probability for the given 

simulated system. 

This probability of error  iS  the basic measure of performance which 

we use in comparing the various modulation schemes. Other measures of 

performance, namely the signai power spectra and eye diagrams may also 

be used and are particularly useful in making comparisons of different 

systems. 

Inclusion of the effects of pulse shaping filters, cochannel and 

adjacent channel interferences, as well as synchronization errors is . 

optional, so that each of these effects can be included either 

separately or •in conjunction with any other effect. Such a program 

configuration is highly versatile, enabling various modes of system 

analysis. 



s 
--T—  g(t) . cos(w t 0 < t < T 

= 1,2 ..... M 
(2.1) 

0, elsewhere 
s (t) 

1 
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2. REVIEW OF VARIOUS MODULATION SCHEMES  

We now present a brief review of the modulation schemes analyzed in 

this study. A much more detailed review can be found in some classical 

texts, e.g. [15-17]. 

• 2.1 Coherent Phase-Shift Keying (CPSK)  

At high transmission rates phase-shift keying (PSK) techniques are 

the most widely used of all digital modulation methods. This is so 

because they are efficient from the point of view of 

(a) conservation of bandwidth 

(h) the possibilities of using very simple techniques for transmission 

and reception. 

As a result, the use ôf PSK techniques has been widely studied. We 

begin by reviewing CPSK for the additive noise channel [15-17]. These 

results, which in many cases can be expressed in closed form serve as 

bounds on PSK performance over more complex channels. 

For the additive noise channel there is no interference between 

signals in adjacent bauds and we may consider reception in a single baud 

Interval without reference to any other. For an M-ary PSK system, where 

M=2L , L=1,2,..., the transmitted signal in any baud, say the zeroth, may 

be written in the form 



(2. 2) 

1 0 

where 

E
s 	

is the signal energy 

g(t) 	is a unit energy pulse, which in the additive noise case may 

be conveniently taken to be rectangular, 

w
c 	

is the carrier frequency which is aSsumed to be a fixed 

Multiple of 2u/T where T-1  is the baud rate, 	,- 

(b i 	is the transmitted phase and has one of the values 27ri/M, 

i=1,2,...,M. 

Assuming the i-th symbol or phase has been transmitted, the received 

signal may be written as 

x(t) = s(t) + n(t), 	i=1, 

where n(t) is narrowband additive white Gaussian noise which may be 

written as 

and 

n(t) 	n
1 
 (t)cosw

c
t +

2
(t)sinwt 

Mr)
2
(0} = E{n

2
(t)} = E{n

2
(t)} = N

o 1 	• 	- 	2 

E{fl
1 
 (t) °

2 (t ) } = O. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The received signal may then be written as 

112E 
x(t) = 	-

s 
g(t)cos(w t + (P i ) + n 1  (t)cosw t + n 2  (t)sinwc t, c  

(2.5) 
1=1,2,. 	M. 

AssumingasusualthatCis equally likely to have any one of the M 

possible values 2wi/M, i=1,2,...,M, demodulation is readily accomplished 

by forming the quantities: 



1 1 

x(t) coswc
t dt 

o 

(2 .6) 
T 

y
. 
= îîf r(t) sinwct dt 

which are then sampled and passed at time T to a decision device or 

slicertedelmakesadecisiononwhielvalueof(p.has been transmitted. 

A block diagram of this receiver is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The decision variables X and Y may readily be written as 

X = 

X = )4; cosfi.   

Y = -IÉ-Sifl4,. + 112  1 	2 

where 
T 1 

I I  - 	f n i (t) dt 
y 	. 

. 	• 	. 

1 	r 	(f% n2  - 	non%M/ dt  
e1  o 

(2.7) 

( 2.8) 

X and Y may be shown to be uncorrelated and Gaussian with means ircos(p. s 	1 

and irsinl)
i' 
 respectively, and common variance N

o
/2. 	Their joint 

s  

probability density function may be written as 

(X-/Écos4,.)
2 	

(Y-e-sin4,.)
2 

1 	s 	1 	s  p(X,Y) = 	exP[ eNo 	No 	No  

and, by making the transformations 

X = rir cos°, 	Y = rii-  sine o. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

it may be written in polar form as 



V/-»  717 cos w
c
t 

x( t) Local 	• 
oscillator' 

Data 
out 

Y= —1/Fr  coscp.+ n 
1 	2 

x=1/t Cosrp i+ n i  

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of basic CPSK receiver. 
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- 	‘2 utan(r/M) -v2 P  (m) = 1 - 	f e- ‘ u-P ' i: f 	e 	dv]du 
o  

e 	, (2.14) 
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11E' 

	

r 	f r 

	

=-- 	c 

	

Ir. 	• 	No 	. 

(2.11) 

Now the probability of symbol error Pe (M) for an M-ary CPSK system 

may be seen to be 1 minus the probability that the received signal point 

with coordinates (X,Y) or (r,e) lies in the region 

< r < 

2ri 	r 
- 	- 

2ri 	r 0 - — - M 	M  (2.12) 

For equally likely symbols this probability is independent of i and may 

be, written as 

n/M • • 	• 	oz. r/M 
pe (m) = 1 - 	f p(e) do = 1 - f 	f P(r,e)de dr. 

' •1T/M • 	o -n/M 
- (2,13) 

Using (2.11), Eq. (2.13) can be written as 

where p./E7r. In the case of binary symbols (M=2) this reduces to the x o 

well known result 

1 P e (2) = 	El - erf( 
E 

II s 1 --)] = - erfc( N 	2. o 	. 
(2.15) 

where erfc(x) = 1-erf(x) is the complementary error function, and for 

quaternary symbols (M=4), we obtain the result 
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_ 
.- err( Ti-) - If erf, (, 11-). . 1 	- 	s 	1 	rs (2.16) 

• 

o no 	
0 

• . , 	- 
For highervalues of 'AI, it is not possible to evaluate Eq. (2.14) in 

closed form. 

The above rather simple results for CPSK systems unfortunately 

represent the situation only when the channel is the idealized additive 

noise channel of Fig;, 2.1. In any real system, however, interference 

due to filter effects and to the presence of other signals is likely to 

be the major source of performance degradation. The interference due to 

filter effects is known as intersymbol interference, that due to other 

signals falling into the same frequency band as the desired signal is 

known as cochannel interference, and that due to partial overlapping of 

the neighbouring channels frequency bands is Unown as adjacent channel 

interference. 

In order to evaluate these interference effects numerous analyses 

have been carried out. The problem of evaluating system performance in 

a combination of ISI and additive Gaussian noise has been considered in 

[5,18-20]. In [5,18,19] bounds are derived on the probability of error. 

In [20], Shimbo et al., carry ,  out one exact analysis, which although 

complicated, gives excellent results. 

The effects of a combination of MI, CCI and additive noise on 

system performance have been analyzed in [4,6]. Also, the works 

presented in [6,10] dealt to some extent with the ACI effects. In this 

report we present some computer simulation results on the combined 

effects of ISI, CCI, ACI and additive noise.' 

Coherent phase-shift-keyed systems can  be implemented by encoding 

input data either coherently or differentially. We shall now briefly 

ilE 
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outline a general detection procedure for both types of modulations. 

2.1.1 Coherently Encoded CPSK  

Consider the DECISION DEVICE block in Fig. 2.1. Its inputs in the 

1-th transmitted baüd are X and Y. The estimate $ of the transmitted 

phase is first computed as 

-1Y 
-tan — 

X (2.17) 

1.2 

and then subtracted from each of the possible phases (p i  = 270./M 

i=1,2,...,M. The absolute values of the differences are then compared 

ancithedecisionismadethatthelparticularl)..was transmitted for 

which l (p i -$1 is minimum. The block diagram of the decision devise for 

coherently encoded M-ary CPSK is given in Fig. 2.2(a). Probability of 

error is computed by using formulas (2.14) to (2.16). 

2.1.2 Differentially Encoded CPSK  

When the signal is differentially encoded at the transmitter, it is 

the phase difference between the adjacent symbols that contains the 

desired• information. Coherent detection of such a signal is presented 

in Fig. 2.2(b). The estimate $
t 

of the phase of the ..-th  transmitted 

baud is processed in the same way as in 2.2(a), until the estimate 	is 

obtained. 	This estimate is then subtracted modulo 2n from the 

corresponding estimate obtained from the previous, (9,-1)th, baud and the 

difference$.is taken as an estimate of the transmitted tth baud. 

For this type of M-ary CPSK, the probability of error can be 

readily shown to be [15 ] 
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Pe = 21" - P'
2 

e 	e (2.18) 

AO = 02_ 2 (2.19) 
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where P' is the corresponding probability of error for the coherently 

encoded CPSK. 

The case of differentially coherent detèction'of differentially 

encoded CPSK (usually referred to as Differential Phase-Shift-Keying or 

DPSK) •s reviewed in the next section. 

2.2 Differential Phase-Shift-Keying (DPSK)  

One way to avoid the necessity of providing a phase-coherent local 

oscillator at the CPSK receiver is to perform a differentially coherent 

detection of differentially encoded CPSK. A block diagram of the 

The phase detector of such a DPSK system is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

difference is estimated directly rather than by estimating previous and 

current absolute phases. A decision procedure is  thon  applied to obtain 

the correct transmitted phase. This way, the possible anbiguity in the 

transmitted absolute phase is eliminated. 

The performance analysis of DPSK system is in general considerably 

more complex than that of CPSK system. This occurs because we must 

evaluate the statistics of the phase changes across two baud intervals. 

A fairly detailed analysis is presented in the previous report [1] 

and references quoted therein, and we will not repeated it here. We 

only give the result for the probability of error which is used in the 

actual simulation. 

If 1,  is the displacement (due to ISI) of the phase differential 

obtained by taking the difference between two successive symbol phases 



a.= 

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram Of :a DPSK detector. 



. 171.  
= 1 -f P(A0) d(A0) 

• 
(2.20) 

1 9 

0
1 

and 0
2 

the correct decilion region boundaries will be
-M 

 - Y and Lir- - 

Y. The probability of error will then be given by 

where P(A0) is the .probability density function  of the phase 

differential, and is given by 

ir exp(-p
1  ) 
	nr 
 1 

p(o) = f [ 	+ 	cose exp( - p
1
sin

2
0) erfc(-/Fcos0)]x 

2n 	n 	 1 
-n 

(2.21) 
, exp(-p ) 	VT 2 	2 
xf 	4. 	cos(0+A0) exp(-p2sin

2 
2 	 (04-A0) erfc(-Ircos(01-A0)]} de. n 	n 	 2 

where 

(2.22) 

2 2 
P2  

and a
2 is noise power while A

1 
 and A2 are the amplitudes of the adjacent 

received symbols s i  and s2 . 

In our simulation we are primarily interested in the performance 

analysis of 2-phase DPSK, although the program provides the option for 

the analysis of 4-phase DPSK as well. 

2.3 Offset Phase-Shift Keying (OPSK)  

In the OPSK a binary sequence is split into two parts. By feeding 

alternate (even and odd) bits into the I and Q channels respectively, 

one obtains the OPSK signal. The OPSK signal is similar to a 4-phase 

CPSK signal, but phase transitions of 180°  are eliminated. This tends 

to reduce the signal spectrum spread and ISI. A pair of PN sequences is 

generated by a shift register array to represent the signal information, 

2 
 = A

1 /2a2 
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in exactly the same manner as for 4—phase CPSK. The Q—channel sequence 

is then shifted by half a symbol (16 complex samples) to the left to 

form an offset—PSK sequence. This way there is no simultaneous 

transition in both channels, and no phase transitions greater then 90 0  

will result in the modulated signal. The resulting I and Q signals have 

their bit transitions staggered in time by 1- a symbol period or baud. 2 

2.4 Fast Frequency—Shift Keying (FFSK)  

Normally, FSK systems are different from PSK systems ,and their 

simulation cannot be carried out in the same manner. However, the FFSK, 

having a frequency deviation index h = 0.5, is a spécial case. It 

employs coherent phase detection. Except for the actual pulse shape, 

the baseband signal is very similar to that of the OPSK. 

It was shown in [1] that the I and Q components of the FFSK 

baseband signal can be writted as 

x(t) = A cos4 

Trt 
y(t) = A sin(± 

0 < t < T 	(2.23) 

0 < t < T 	(2.24) 

where T is the symbol duration, and signs are chosen according to the 

values of dibits or pairs of data bits. 

As can be seen, the I and Q components of the baseband signal, x(t) 

and y(t) are of half cosine (sine) shape as opposed to the rectangular 

shapes of the M—ary CPSK waves.  •As in the OPSK case, there are no phase 

transitions greater than 90° . In fact, for FFSK it can be shown that 

900 phase transitions occur linearly in time over the duration of a bit. 



N-1 
E G(kAf)e32wnk/N 

k=0 
g(nAT) = n=0,1,...,N-1 	(3.2) 
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3. CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS  

The channel consists of both transmit and receive filters as well 

as any nonlinear devices present in the signal path. It is simulated in 

identical manner in all cases. For convenience of presentation we 

include in this section the treatment of the ground station or transmit 

HPA nonlinearity, transmiter and receiver PSF's, CCI and ACI. Again, 

the simulation of all these effects (except for the ACI) are identical 

for all modulation schemes. 

Due to channel nonlinearities, signals passing through them must be 

simulated in baseband time-domain. Filtering of signals, however, is 

performed in the baseband frequency-domain using the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT). The filter transfer functions must be sampled in the 

frequency-domain. We present below a brief review of the DFT. 

3.1 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)  

If a continuous time function g(t) is sampled at intervals nAT, 

n=0,1,...,N-1, ovér a finite time interval T = NAT, the discrete Fourier 

transform of the sampled data function g(nAT) is defined by 

N-1 
2nnk/N ,  

k=0,1,...N -1 	(3.1) G(kAf) = E g(nAT)e-i 
n=0 

and the inverse transform (IDFT) is defined by 

In the above equations Af is the frequency sampling interval, related to • 
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the time sampling interval At by 

N.AtoAf = 1, 	 (3.3) 

and the frequency band occupied by one period of G(kAf) is 

1 
fB = NAf = — At ° (3.4) 

The quantity fB is termed 
the "simulation bandwidth" in the preceding 

work [1], and the criteria for , determining it, are described there. In 

the present simulation, this and related parameters are specified in a 

slightly different manner, so that the comparative analysis is somewhat 

more general than in the previous case. This was enabled by the use of 

a computer with much larger memory than in the case of the original 

simulation presented in [1]. 

In our simulation, the number of complex samples per symbol is 

fixed to a value of LSAMPL = 32, which is sufficient for an accurate 

detection in all modulation schemes. The number of time/frequency 

complex samples for the use in the discrete Fourier transformation is 

selected to be N = 4096. (N is designated NH in the simulation 

program.) 	With the values of LSAMPL and N thus specified, the 

simulation bandwidth exceeds the filters' 3dB bandwidths by at least ten 

times in all cases considered. 

Another advantage of a wide simulation bandwidth is that it is 

possible to specify a BT-product, without explicitly specifying its 

components", i.e. the filter bandwidth and symbol rate. Thus by 

selecting the BT to be, say, 1.2 we imply that the filter 3dB bandwidth 

in Hertz is 20 percent larger than the symbol rate in symbols/second. 

In this way, the comparison of different modulation systems can be made 
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more general. 

3.2 Equivalent Baseband Representation  

Consider a modulated signal 

s(t) = A(t) cos[wet + cp(t)] 	, 	(3.5) 

where wc is the angular carrier frequency, and A(t) and/or (p (t) contain 

the modulating information. Equation (3.5) can be expanded to give 

• s(t) = x(t)coswc t - y(t)sinwe t • . 	-. 	- (3.6) 

	

where• 	• 	• 	• 
x(t) = A(t) cos(t) 	 (3.7à) 

y(t) =.À(t) sincp(t) 	 •(3.7b) 

	

. 	. 

• Next',.consider the preenvelope function 

jw,t 
s'(t) = u(t)e 	 (3.8) 

where u(t) is the complex baseband function 

u(t) = x(t) + jy(t) 	 (3.9) 

and x(t) and y(t) are low-pass functions defined as in Eq. (3.7). It is 

clear from Eqs. (3.6) to (3.9) that 

5(t) = Re{S'(t ')}. 	 (3.10) 

It is well known that the analysis or simulation of bandpass 

communications systems can be carried out in equivalent baseband. Thus, 

in the simulation of the modulated signals, the complex baseband 

function u(t) is actually simulated, and all bandpass filter 
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characteristics are translated to baseband in the same manner and are 

represented by equivalent complex low-pass filters centered at zero 

frequency. The product of the DFT of the complex baseband signal u(t) 

and the filter transfer function will give the filter output in the 

frequency-domain. In.order to pass signals through a nonlinear device, 

the output of each filter is inverse transformed back to the 

time-domain. 

3.3 Channel Nonlinearities  

Amplification of signals in satellite channels is performed using 

nonlinear, active microwave devices, usually travelling-wave tubes 

(TWT). They are characterized by two types of distortion of signals 

passing through them. First, we have amplitude compression, termed the 

AM/AM conversion and second, there is amplitude dependent phase shift, 

usually referred to as AM/PM conversion. Both output AM/AM and AM/PM 

conversion characteristics of any particular TWT are provided by the 

manufacturer. For example, the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the 

INTELSAT IV TWT Hughes 261-H is shown in Figure 3.1a. 

To•incorporate the TVIT characteristics into a baseband simulation 

model we need to convert them into quadrature output characteristics 

which preserve the quadrature components of the signal after it is 

passed through the TWT nonlinearity. If we denote the AM/AM and AM/PM 

characteristics in Fig. 3.1a as R(v) and 0(v), respectively, the output 

in-phase, p'(v), and quadrature, q'(v), characteristics are given by 

P I ( v ) 	R(v) cos[0(v)] 	 (3.11) 

q' (v) = 11(v) sin[e(v)]. 	 (3.12) 
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Figure '3.1 Single carrier transfer characteristics of a Hughes 261-H TNT. 
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They are shown in Fig. 3.1b as functions of the input voltage v. 

Let the input signal  to.a_TWT be represented by (Eq. 3.5) 

. 	
-- 	

jwt 
 v(t) = A(t) cos(wc  t + (1)(t)) = Re{[X(t) + iy(t)ie 	} 	( 3.13) 

wheré A(t) and (1)(t) are the envelope and phase funCtions, respectively, 

and x(t) and y(t) are the real and imaginary parts,. respectively, of the 

complex baseband function u(t), as given by Eq. .(3.7). Since the TWT is 

a nonlineàr device, the output signal contain harmonics of the 

fundamental frequency. However, the bandpass characteristics of the TWT 

and the filters followin g.  it will remove these higher .frequency 

components from the output. Therefore, only the compOnent of the TWT 

- 
output signal centered at the carrier-  frequency w needs to be c 

.. 
considered. 	• 	• 

The output, signal of' the TWT, after , band-pass filtering, may be 

represented by. 	 • , 	• . 	. 

v(t ) = R1A(t) I cos{bt. 4 . (4(JC) 7  

where R[*1 and 0[•] are the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics 

( 3..1 4 ) 

of the TWT. 

Since the simulation is performed at baseband we need' à complex baseband 

equivalent of Eq. (3.14). Expanding (3.14) we obtain 

v 4 (t) = {R(A)cos[0(A)]cosc> - R(A)sin[0(A)lsincp} cos wt 

- {R(A)sin[e(A)lcoscp + R(A)cos[e(A)]sin0 sin we t 	(3.15) 

where the dependence on time has been omitted for simplicity. From Eq. 

(3.15) the complex baseband output signal is readily identified as 
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vo(t) = {R(A)cos[0(A)]cosq) - R(A)sin[0(A)]sin0 

+ j{R(A)sin[0(A)]cos4) + R(A)cos[0(A)]sin4p} 	(3.16) 

Multiplying Eq. (3.13) by A(t) and dividing by A(t), the output complex 

baseband signal of the TWT can be written in normalized form as 

V o(t) = [p(t)x(t) - q(t)y(t)] + j[q(t)x(t) + p(t)ÿ(t)] *(3.14) 

where p(t)  and  q(t) are normalized quantitieS p'(t) and q'(t) of EqS. 

(3.11)  and  (3.12).  and are given by 

• 

	

 (t) = P t (t) 	R[A(t)cos{0[A(t)]}  . .p  

	

A(t) 	1(t) (3.15) 

(la) 	R[A(t)]sin{0[A(t)]}  
A(t) 	A(t) 

and, from Eq. (3.7) - 

A
2
(0 = x2  (t) + y

2 
 (t) 

- (3:16) 

( 3. 17) 

One way to compute the output'of the TWT for a given input is to 

use a quadrature model of the nonlinearity as developed by Eric [ 21]. 

'This model was used in a previous study. However, in this study, we use 

a simple 'interpolation of data points on the transfer characteristics. 

This method is somewhat more general, since the in-phase and quadrature 

nonlinearities in Fig. 3.1b can be obtained directly from available TWT 

characteristics as in Fig. 3.1a- On the other hand, to obtain a 

polynomial representation of the nonlinearities as required for the 

method presented in [21], an additional computation is required. 
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3.3.1 Travelling-Wave Satellite Transponder (TWT)  

In our simulation, we used the same parameters for the NT  

transponder as in the original report [1]. The tube used is an INTELSAT 

IV Hughes 26141 TWT. The transfer characteristics, shown in Fig. 3.1 

are segmented into 7 parts and the interpolation between points is 

performed by a piecewise cubic fit. Values between 0 and l' are  obtained 

by a quadratic fit. If . some other tube is considered, then all that is 

needed is to replace the particular tube parameters in the program. 

3.3.2 High-Power Output Amplifier (HPA)  

The simulation of the high-power transmitter output amplifier is 

performed in exactly the same way as that of the satellite transponder. 

The only difference is the type of NT  used. It is Varian helix TWT-VTC 

6660 C2 Ser..106 HPA whose characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.2. Since 

this tube's AM/PM characteristic varies more with input voltage than the 

Hughes 261-H's does, we segmented the transfer characteristics into 13 

parts. Of course, this can also be easily changed if desired. 

In our analysis we refer to the satellite transponder as the NT  

although both transponder and the high-power amplifiers are 

travelling-wave tubes. This is done to keep the notation of' the 

original study as much the same as possible. Consequently, we chose to 

refer to the transmit amplifier tube 'as the HPA. 

3.4 Pulse Shaping Filter (PSK)  

In the original work [1], all filtering operations are lumped into 

one uplink and one downlink filter. A Chebyshev filter of order four 

was used as an approximation to a cascade of the transmitter pulse 
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shaping filter and the transponder band-pass filter before the 

nonlinearity. The same filter was used in the downlink path. 

With the inclusion of an HPA nonlinearity, however, filtering 

actions in transmitter and transponder have to be separated. A fourth 

order Chebyshev filter is still used in the uplink (and downlink) path, 

between the HPA and the TVIT transponder, while the transmitter (and 

receiver) pulse shaping filters were selected to be of the Nyquist 

cosine rolloff type. This filter has been extensively used in both 

hardware and computer simulations [13,22] of the satellite ohannel. 

Since a Nyquist filter is not physically realizable, we have approxi-

mated it by a fourth order Butterworth characteristic. At frequencies 

where the attenuations of the two filterà are less than 30 dB, the 

e' 
respnses differ by less 

given in section 3.4.1. 

than 1 dB. The details of the approximation are 

To compensate for the sin (x)/x spectral shape of the rectangular 

transmitted pulses, an x/sin (x) type compensation is cascaded with the 

pulse shaping filter. After some analysis, it was found that this 

aperture equalizer characteristic is well-approximated by a two-pole 

resonant circuit. 

Large variations of the group delay of the above described filters 

within the passband are compensated or equalized by an all-pass network. 

Since the inclusion of the x/sin (x) aperture equalizer in the 

simulation is optional, independent all-pass networks were designed for 

the case where the Butterworth filter only is used, and for the case 

when the latter is cascaded with an equalizer. 

In what follows, we present the design of the pulse shaping filter 

components. 



'VW IT 
 [1 — sin( 	 N 	2 	2a 

0 < w < Ir-(1—a) 

< — w • < 1
-(1+a) 

 T 

elsewhere 

(3.18) - 

ii — — < 	< —ii  
— n — 

elsewhere 

UT—ii  
a ( 3. 2 0 ) 
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3.4.1 Nyquist Cosine Rolloff Filter  

A Nyquist filter is an optimal pulse shaping filter in the presence 

of intersymbol interference (ISI), as demonstrated in [23]. The family 

of transfer functions, parameterized by a cosine rolloff factor a is 

given by. 

where T is the symbol interval. The cosine rolloff factor has value 

between 0 and 1. For a=0 we have an ideal low—pass filter with one 

sided bandwidth equal to Ir/T. At the other limit, a=1, the transfer 

function extends to w=21T/T. Transfer, functions of the Nyquist filter 

for a=0, 0.5, and 1 are shown in Fig. 3.3. , 

The normalized transfer function expeessed in dB is given by 

(3.19) 

N h  
[dB] = 20 log 

where 

Figure 3.4 Shows HN (wn ) in the range w/20 < wn  < Ir. Since tha slope in 

the stopband is not constant, we determine the slope of the approxima-

ting Butterworth filter so as to fit the slope of the Nyquist filter at 

a sufficiently high value of attenuation, for example, the frequency 
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Fig 3.3 Transfer function of the Nyquist cosine rolloff filter for 
three values of rolloff factor a. 
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wbere the transfer function of the Nyquist filter is down to, say, 20 dB 

below the passband.level. At that point (w 	= 7u/10) the slope of the 
ric 	- 

Nyquist characteristics is about. 27.5 dB/octave as can be seen in Fig. 

3.4. We thus select the Butterworth filter Of fourth order (yielding 

the slope of 6n = 24 dB/octave) to best fit the Nyquist filter. The out 

of band slope,  of the Butterworth filter will be larger than that of the 

Nyclist filter for all wn  

Once the order of the fitting Butterworth filter is determined we 

need to specify its absolute frequency scaling so that it can be 

simulated. The 3 dB frequency w3bn will be chosen so as to match the 

normalized 3 dB frequency of the cosine rolloff filter w3rn' which is 

given by 

< wne 

Solving Eq. (3.21) for w3rn' we get  

3rn = 2 sin-1 (1 - )/2) = - 0.854 = -0.272 u (3.22) w   

Using Eqs. (3.20) and (3.22) we find the unnormalized 3 dB frequency of 

the cosine rolloff filter as 

w3r  ,-.... (1 - 0.272 c)miT 	. 	(3.23) 

By equating w3b with the value given by Eq. (3.23) we normalize the 

scaling of the 'fitting Butterworth filter in a way that its 3 dB 

frequency always matches the 3 dB frequency of the cosine rolloff factor 

for any chosen value of rolloff factor Œ. 



4 	22 	- 4 - 	2 
w + 2w p.cos(20) + p 	D(w 

(3.26) 
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3.4.2 The x/sin (x) Equalizer 

The Nyquist filters described in the foregoing are designed to 

provide optimal performance for data transmission under the assumption 

that their input signals consist of a weighted train of impulses. The 

purpose then of the x/sin (x) aperture equalizer is to compensate with 

the filter passband for the rectangular pulse shapes of the actual 

transmitted signals, in such a way as to make them appear as impulse 

inputs to the shaping filters. In practice, this equalizer is easily 

realized as a second order resonant circuit with its resonant frequency 

chosen to be approximately located at the first zero of the transmitted 

signal spectrum. 

The amplitude response and pole-zero pattern are shown in Fig. 3.5a 

and b. The poles are given by 

(3.24) 1,2 = -P  cos 
0 + jp sin .O  e  

,The transfer function is given by 

H (s) = 	 
e 	(s-p )(s-p

2
) 	

s
2 

+ s2ocoso + p
2 1  

(3.25) 

We select Kr..p
2 

so that He (0)=1. The squared magnitude response at s=jw 

is given by 

1H e (jw)1 2  = 
4 	4 

2 
2 - 22 2 	

22 2  1-
w + jw2p cose + p2 	(p 	+ 4wpcos0 

4 

the resonant frequency, we , is  that at which 1He (jw)1
2 is maximum, or 

equivalently, where D(w2 ) is , minimum. 	Thus, we have the extremity 
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Fig. 3.5 Two-pole resonant circuit; 
(a) amplitude response, 
(4)  pole-zero pattern. 



= p
e

c0s(20e ) ( 3. 2 9 ) 

1 = 	1  

, 

1 - 00s2 (20e ) 	sie(20e ) 
.( 3..30) 

we • . 	e 	. 
Pe - V.Z.C7)-grà-07 441 - 1/A2 

max 

(3.32) 

condition 
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.2 

	

dD(w ) 2 	. 	. -2we -e-2.eos(20e ) = 0 2 	Pe 
d(w ) 

( 3. 27) 

which Yields 

or 

cos(20e ) 	 (3.28) 

In order for we to be real« , we. have that c05(20e  ) < 0 which, together - 

with the stability condition (all poles in the left half-plane) gives 

the allowable range for 0e , 45 °  < e e  < 90° . 

2 Inserting . Eq. (3.28) into (3.26) we have for the.peak yalug eA, 
-max' 

of the squared magnitude response 	. 

2 	. 	,,2 A
max = IH e ( Jwe )1 

. 	.. 	4 	. 	. 	. . 	. 

	

ID' 	• 	. 

	

= 4 	2 4 	2 	.11 .  cos (20è ) . - 2p cos (2 .0 -) + AD 

	

Pe 	e 	e 	e 

Thus, from Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) we can find p
e and 0 for given values 

of A
nax and we as 	 _ • 

	

1 	- --sin 1  (1/A 	) 	< 0 < n  

	

0e - 2 	max 	4 - e - (3.31) 

For the purposes of our simulation we chose we to be exactly at the 

first zero position of the ideal low-pass filter, we = 1 and A
max  to be 
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2 dB over the zero frequency value, Amax  = 1.259. Of course,, if any 

other values are desired, a simple change in program parameters is 

necessary. With these values, we find from Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) that 

e = 63.7 and pe = 1.283. 

The two-pole resonant circuit described above, is cascaded with the 

Butterworth filter in both the transmitter and the receiver. The group 

delay characteristic of the cascade is highly nonlinear which causes the 

phase 'of the transmitted signal to deviate signficantly. 	Even the 

Butterworth filter alone has an unacceptably nonlinear group delay 

characteristic. Therefore, we need to compensate for the nonlinearity 

by adding an all-pass network with its group delay characteristic being 

nearly inverse to that of the PSF. 

3.4.3 Group Delay Compensation with an All-Pass Filter 

. Design of an all-pass . network with prespecified group delay 

characteristics is generally a very difficult problem [24]. However, 

there is a simplified procedure for designing a second-order all-pass 

network which utilizes a double series expansion of the group delay 

characteristics, which is very accurate for up to 95 percent of the 

filter.  passband [25]. We note that, in principle, higher order networks 

can also be designed using this method, but the underlying 

transcendental equations become impractically cumbersome. 

3.4.3.1 Series Method for Group Delay Equalization  

The design procedure is based on a power series expansion for the 

phase shift and group delay caused by a conjugate pair of , poles (or• 

zeros). A pair of poles p 1/2  = pCOSO 	ipSill0 contributes to a phase — 



4)(w) 	:_ta.11  -1 2 .  P w cos'e 
« 	2 	2 

w 
-1-

27 cos 0 
-tan' (3.33) 2'  

1 - ( 13) 

= 72(wn ,co s0 - 

3 
n 

cos 30 	w5 cos 50 

3 (3.36) • • • 	• 5 

, (3 ..37) 2k- 1 

a 

shift by an amount given by 
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We first expand tan' x in the series 

. 	k=1 	
2k 

 

• and then expand each  of. the terms,[1r(w/p)2 ]-(2k-1)  ... 	. into the binomial 

series 	. 

(-1)
k-1 

x
2k-1 

tan
-1 

x =  E 
. 	4 (3.34) 

	

. 	2 -(2k-1) 	, -(2k-1) 

	

Cl - 	= (1 - en ) 
(3.3,5. ) 

1 - (2k-1)w 2 + (2k-1)2k  w 	(2k-1)2k(2k+1) 
 6 =  

2! 	n 	3! 	wn 

where w = w/p. After . this is done,.like powers of w of the double 

expansion are collected,, and the first few terms are found to be of the 

fo'rm • 

The general k-th term in Eq. (3.36) is given by 

2(-1 -1  w2k-l cos(2k-1)0 

and the proof is given in 125]. Differentiating Eq. (3.36) with respect 

to w we obtain the group delay as 
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_ " = 

 

d4(w)  _ 	1 (14)(w)  
-Lew. _ dw 	p  do n  

k-1 2(k-1) 
= —

2 
E (-1) 	wn 	ccis (2k-1)e. 

P k=1 
(3.38) 

For a single real pole p 1 = -al  the above procedure is simplified 

in that the expansion given by Eq. (3.34) suffices, since x=w in this 

case. 

For a network of arbitrary complexity, the contributions of the 

real poles and zeros and the conjugate pairs of complex poles and zeros 

to the total phase shift or group delay simply add up, so that the total 

group delay, for example, is the summation of the series of the type 

given by Eq. (3.38). 

3.4.3.2 PSF Delay Compensation  

We can use the expansion of Eq. (3.38) to design an all-pass 

network which provides very good equalization within the passband of the 

filter. Compensation is performed in the following way: an all-pass 

network of predetermined order is cascaded with the network to be 

compensated. Total group delay is obtained in the form of Eq. (3.38) as 

T
g t 

co) =T +1. 0.)2  +T2 (011 +T3 w6 + . . oln 	n 	n• 

Now, the all-pass network parameters are chosen such that as many 

coefficients Ti  (i=1,2,...) as possible are set to zero. We see that 

this procedure approximates the design of a maximally flat group delay 

network. 

Thenumberofcoefficients. Ti  that can be cancelled obviously 

depends on the number of degrees of freedom (i.e. poles) of the all-pass 
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network. So, with one conjugate pair of complex poles (and accompanying 

zeros) we can cancel T1 and  T2' with 3 poles we can also set T
3 

to zero, 

and so on. For our purposes it suffices to cancel T 1  and T2 , since the 

resulting'group delay is then constant within lrpercent over 95 percent 

of the filter passband, as will be shown later. Besides, the resulting 

equations for the orders higher than two  are  very difficult to solve, 

even numerically. 

We now apply the above technique to compensate the group delay of: 

(a) a four-pole Butterworth filter (pulse shaping in the receiver) and 

(h) a four-pole Butterworth filter cascaded with a two-pole resonant 

circuit (approximating an x/sin(x) equalizer in the transmitter). 

The overall pole-zero pattern for the filters and compenating network 

is shown in Fig. 3.6. 	Subscripts to the pole and zero locations 

correspond to the type of. filter: 	B-Butterworth, E-(aperture) 

equalizer, and A-all-pass filter. 

(a) The overall transfer function of the Butterworth and all-pass is 

given by an expression of the form 

(s) = H
B
(s)HA(s) - 	  

1 + b
1
s + b

2
s2 + b

3
s3 + be4 

 a
0 

+ a
1
s + s

2 

(3.40) • • . 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

. 	. 	. 
In terms of pole-zero locations, the transfer function, eiraluated 

on the jw-axis is given by 

• 

1 
ao  -a 

 1 
s + s2 

-  
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0 	= 1. 

•

6

Bl 
= u/8 

•6B2 = 
3u/8• 

Fig. 3.6 Pole-zero locations for 4-pole Butterworth (B), 

2-pole resonant equalizer (E), and second-order 

all-pass (A). 
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(1 - w
2 

- j2wcos0
B1

)(1 -.I)
2 
- j2wco eB2 ) 

HBA(jw) - 
• [(1-w

2 ) 2 + 4w2
cos2 i)B1  . ][(1-w2 ) 2 +4w2cos2 0B1 ] 

, 	. 

where OB ., = Tr/8,  0B2  = 3e8, and we have used the fact that pB  = 1. 

The other parameters are indicated in Fig. 3.6. 

Using the power series expansion for group delay given by 

Eq. (3.38) we have 

T
BA

(w) = TB (w) + 

= hf cps(n/8)  _ cos(37r/8)  2 	cos(571./8)  4 	cos(71.1./8).,6  +...} 

	

w 	e w , 

(3.42) 

For maximally flat group delay. 'the coefficients of the second and 

fourth powers of w should be zero which gives the conditions 

or numerically, 

c0s30A  = 0.2706 p3A   

5  
c0s50A  = 0.2706 pA  . 	 (3.46) 

The set of equations (3.45) and (3.46) can be solved 

iteratively by first expressing pA  from (3.46) as 



- 0,2706 
(3.47) 

o 
(3.49) 

PE  = 1.2830 	and 	OE  = 63.7° (3.51) 

or 

PE1/2 = -0 .56839 + j 1.15024 (3.52) 
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(n+1) and substituting into (3.45). The iterative formula for 0A 	
is 

.A(n+1) - _ 1 Cos-1 [0.5928 5'417870r1717 i. 'A 	3 	A (3.48) 

From the conditions OA E [0,90 °] and pA  > 0 we find from Eqs. 

(3.45) and (3.46) that là°  < OA  < 54° , and the initial condition, 

(0) 0
A 

, for the iteration of Eq. (3.48) has to be chosen from this 

interval. The solution is 	• 

= 1.095 	and 	0 = 23.05 A 

which gives the pole locations 

PA1/2 = 
1.00021 + j0.44679 (3.5à) 

Cascading this network witb the 4-pole Butterworth filter gives 

rise .to a total group delay which for w=0.9 is not more than 5 

percent higher than at w=0. 

(b) The x/sin(x) aperture equalizer is approximated by a 2-pole 

resonant with the resonant frequency we  chosen to be 1. The 

amplitude response at w=0 is unity and is 2 dB higher at 

With this characteristic, we find that the pole locations are 

determined by 

The total group delay is now .given by Eq. (3.42) plus the 



pA1/2 = -0.88588 4- j0.34782. (3.56) 
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series cOrrespending to the delay introduced .by the aPerture 

equalizer. After some algebraic manipulations we obtain-the set of 

equatiens 

. 	. 

	

c.dà30A  = 0.5029.p3A 	 (3.53) 

coà50A  - 0.3783 P
5 

— 	A 

The solutions for Eqs. (3.53) .and (3.54) are 

PA  =. 0.95172 	and 	OA  = 21.44 °  ( 3. 55) 

with the corresponding pole locations 

Again Tgt .(0.9)/Tgt  (0) < 0.05 T
gt

(0) as in the case of compensating 

the Butterworth filter alone. In the simulation both options (a) 

and (b) are provided. 

3.5 Cochannel Interference (CCI)  

Unwanted signals emanating from the same or a nearby satellite 

transmitter are usually termed as cochannel interferenee (CCI). There 

has been an effort to model the CCI and to btain analytical results on 

• ts effect on channel performance [6,11,26-30]. In these references, 

CCI is modeled  as:  one or more sinusoids at various frequences, various 

amplitudes, and random phases uniformly distributed between 0 and 2n. 

To obtain the analytical results on the receiver performance in the 

presence of CCI, characteristic functions of its components were used 

[6,11,26,28]. In some cases, lower [11], and upper [11,29] error bounds 

were developed for the cases of K interfering sinusoids. 



lx (f)1 2  = 0.2 Ex 	(3.57) 
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,For oyr simulation pprposes .  we senerete,up to 10 sinusoids with 

randor'n  phases  and add ,them tO,t,he signal at-the appropriate points in 

the channel. Two options are provided as illustrated in Fig. 1.1: (1) 

. adding them to the signal at the input of transmit . or.  uplink (Chebyshev) 

fi lter, and (2) adding them to the signal at the output of the receiver 

or downlink filter. The nimber of CCI signals, as well as their 

. positions in the passband are prespecified by the user. Positions are 

specified in terms of the fraction of the signal energy in the frequency 

band, so that they are independent of the absolute value of the 

passband. In other words, the specified position F1=0.2 for the first 

CCI signal means that it is positioned at the frequency f l  specified by 

where Ex  is the total signal energY. 

Because of the way the CCI sinusoids and their frequencies are 

specified, the addition to the useful signal is performed in the 

frequency domain, i.e., when it is Fourier transformed for 

multiplication with the uplink filter transfer function (or, for the 

other option, when it is multiplied with downlink filter transfer 

function). 

The strength of the CCI signal is prespecified in terms of the 

parameter. SCCIR which is the ratio of the signal power to the total CCI 

power. For the K CCIs, each has the same power equal to 1/K of the 

total  power. 

the CCI field, 

this Way, the.number .of  input parameters, specifying , _ 

,k.épt tà, ,a minimum.- This makes it very simple to 

modify the program to provide for the specificatieffl of the power for 



e• 

schemes (e.g., [31]). 
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each CCI component, if desired  by 	uàer. 

n 	 • • • 

3.6 Adjacent Channel' Interferenee  (Ad)  

In modern.-  satellite* communications sYstems -there is' à 'grOwing 
„ 

demand for  passing  more and more channels through the same transponder. 

The separation between channels becomes smaller and a lot of effort haà 

been expanded recently on developing bandwidth-efficient modulation 

If, for any reason, the carrier frequency of one channel  drift ' rift 
. 	, 

from its nominal vlue, a portion of the signal spectrum will leak ihto à 

neighbouring channel, thuà causing an adjacent cnannel interferenëe 
. 	 . 	

• 	
, . 	 . 	 . . 	 , . 	 . . 	. 	. . 	. 

(Ad). The Ad  I can also occur because of spectral spread dué t'o cnannél 

nonlinearities, and because of finite transition région ' in frequency 

responses of neighbouring channel filters. The occurrence of the'ACI 

will cause the degradation of the system performance particularly when 

the channel nonlinearities are not negligible. 

The usual way to model the ACI is to assume that both the adjacent 

channels on each side of the wanted channel employ the same type of 

modulation as the main one [6,12,27,30]. We can assume any separation 

• 
between the carrier frequencdes. 	In order to enable a general 

comparison for different modulation schemes, we decided to specify a 
_ . 

normalized channel, separation as a fraction of the total simulation 

bandwidth which is constant, independent of the  modulation typé, as  

explained in section 3.1 AnOther simulation paraméterls .  the  r'ati'o of 
• • 	 . 	 , , 	 „ 	 . 	 • 	 . 

	

- • 	. 
the total ACI power to the signal p6wer. 'The  paràm 	

_
'eter is redomputed  in  

, . 	. 	_ 
the program after the ACI has passed throUgh the main channel filter's', 

• _ 
and given as' an output parameter. 	An independent BT-  produét fs 
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specified in the simulation (BTINT) and can be chosen to be either the 

same or not the saine as the main channel BT product. Again, as in the 

CCI case, options are provided for adding the ACI signals in either 

uplink and downlink path, as shown in Fig. 1.1. 

Generation of the Ad, and its processing up to the mixing point 

in the channel is the same as for , the main channel, except that the 

random sequence (PN) generator is shifted by a half of its length, so as 

to avoid significant correlation with the main channel signal. 

Empirical investigations have shown that the use of a different PN 

sequence generator for the Ad I does not significantly change the 

correlatedness between two symbol streams, so the same generator is used 

for computational simplicity. In the simulation program the ACI is 

first generated, processed up to the mixing point, and stored in the 

frequency  omain. The main signal is then generated, processed, the ACI 

is added to it, and the summation is then further processed up to the 

probability of error calculator. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates how the Ad I spectrum is rearranged before it 

is added to the main signal spectrum. The dotted curves in diagrams 

(a), (h) and (c) represent the real part of the main signal amplitude 

spectrum in the way it appears in the FFT (real) array. The àbscissa is 

labeled in indices of this array and it is 4096 points long for all 

modulation types. The solid line in diagram (a) is a prescribed 

position of the neighbouring channel's spectra where the channel•

separation is chosen to be CHSEP = 1408 frequency samples (which amounts 

to 11/16—ths of,  the simulation bandwidth). As tnentioned above, the AdI 

spectrum is generated so that it occupies the same frequency region as 

the main spectrum. We now shift the "lower” half of the ACI spectrum 
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into the right on the frequency axis to obtain two sections of the ACI 

spectrum, shown by solid lines in Fig. 3.7(b). Similarly, we then shift 

the "upper" half of the spectrum toward the left and thus obtain :the 

solid line sections in Fig. 3.7(c). The total ACI spectrum in the FFT 
, 

array is obtained by summing the solid segments in Figs: 3.7(b) and (c). 

The result is the solid spectrum in Fig. 3.7(a). 

If we transpose the upper half of the spectrum into the negative 

frequency doniain, we obtain the baseband representation of the main 

signal spectrum and both adjacent channel spectra, i.e., the portions of 

these spectra which appear  in ,the simulation bandwidth as shoWn in Fig. 

3.7(d). After the channel: filtering, only  the parts of ACI spectra 

which overlap with the Main signal speOtrum ., affect the channel 

performance. 

What is said about the rearrangement of the real part ,  of the - ACI 

spectrum obviously holds for the imaginary part too, since the 

processing illustrated in Fig. 3.7 is, in fact, performed for real and 

imaginary parts of thel spectrum simultaneously. 

The allowable range for the parameter CHSEP is one half of the 

simulation bandwidth, that is, CHSEPmax = 2048, while the lower limit is 

1, thereby permitting total overlap of the main and ACI spectra. - Wë'add 

that in the simulation, the actual value of the prescribed parameter is 

in the norMalized range - r0;1] where the value of - 1. correspOnds' » to .204,8 

frequency samples. 



(a) 

(b) 

(c)  

2048 4096\1 2049 

(d) 

Fig, 3,7 Rearranging the position of the ACI spectrum: (----) main signal 

spectrum; 	( 	) ACI spectrum. 
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4. RECEIVER STRUCTURES  

4.1 Demcdulation  

At the inPiat Of the receiVer, the mOdulated signal is represented 

as 

sr (t) = A(t)cos[wct + (gt)] 	(4.1) 

where 

A(t) = signal amplitude 

wc = angular carrier frequency 

( t) = the received phase. 

• The first function of the demodulator is to separate the carrier 

from the information. 	This may be done by coherent detection or 

differential detection depending on how the information is encoded. In 

coherent detection, the incoming signal, given by Eq.  (U.1)is 

multiplied by a local oscillator signal which is assumed to be ideally 

synchronized in frequency and phase to the received carrier. The effect 

of imperfect synchronization will be discussed later in this chapter. 

The signal is multiplied by the local oscillator signal •amd its 900  

shifted version to obtain in-phase and quadrature components, as 

sr (t)coswc  t = 
A(t) 

{cos[2w t + ( t)] + coset)} 	(4.2) . 	2 

A(t)  sr (t)sinwet - 	2 Isin[2w0t + ( t)] + sin(t)} 	(4.3) 

After low-pass filtering, the in-phase and quadrature channel baseband 

signals are obtained as 

and 



Yâ) ". ain4)(t) 	• 2 	. 

and 
(4.5) 

[A(t)cos(coot + il)][A(t-T)bos(wàt 4 4,111_ 
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x(t) Ait) cowt) 2 (4.4) 

In differential  détection a delayed (by one symbol) replica of the 

incoMing signal is multiplied by the incoming signal to obtain 

A(t)At-T)  [c0s(2 td t4,1) .1.4„).i. 	_. cos(4) ] 	(4.6) 2 	c 	m 	m-1 	4)m-1 )  

[A (t) cos( % t + cpm )][A(t-T)Sin(wet + 4)1114 )] 
and 

A(t)A(t-T)  
2 
	
[sin(2w t 4  c 	m 	m-1  (4 .7) 

After low-pass filtering, the in-phase and quadrature channel 

baseband signals are Obtained as, 

x(t) 	A(t)r-T)  cos(4)m  - 

Y(t) = A(t)A(t-T)  2 	sin4 m 

.(4.8) 

(4.9 ) 

The simUlatiOn does nOt inClUdé the ,  barrier at any point„ The 

cOmplex basebànd Signal is prOceaSed'thi'otigh . the Channel with equivalent 

baseband filter characteristics. 	The signal at the input of the 

receiver is the signal after the carrier has been separated from the 

information, that is in the form of the Eqs. (4.4), (4
•
5) or (4.8), 

(4.9). 

4.2 The Simulation of Noise  

There are two possible approaches to the simulation of noise in a 

communications system, namely, 
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1 - Simulated noise, 

2 - Computed noise. 

In the simulated noise case, Gaussian moise is generated in both 

the in-phase and quadrature channels, for every sample of the signal. 

The variance of the noise iS inversely proportional to the specified 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The noise and the signal are added sample 

by sample, and passed through the simulated receiver. The output is 

demodulated and compared to the input signal. Symbols in error are 

counted, and the ratio of the number of received symbols in error to the 

total number of symbols simulated is the required average probability of 

error for the particular modulation system being simulated at the given 

SNR and bit rate. 

-. With oomputed  noise, the noise  ïs moved to the output .'of the 

receiver filter. The equivalent  noise power at the outpilt of.the-filter 

is computed according to theory. The signal is Simulated in the absence  

of noise. The probability .of error for each signal symbol may be 

computed .provided the symbol .energy is known and thé nominal SNR is 

specified. This is done l'or only a limited nutilber of symbolS which 

approximates the true distribution of signal symbols. 	The overall 

probability of error is an average over the signal distribution. The 

longer the signal sequence is, the better the approximation to the true 

error rate will be. - 

Due to a prohibitive amount of computer time needed for the 

simulated noise computation, it is concluded that computed noise be used 

in the simulation. Since theories on noise through nonlinear channels 

are difficult to apply, only the downlink noise is treated in the 

simulation. 
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4.3 The Receiver  

The received modulated signal is passed through a bandpass filter 

and is converted to baseband by beating it with a local sinusoidal 

signal in synchronization with a carrier wave. In the DPSK case, the 

incoming signal is delayed by one baud. The signal and its delayed 

replica are then multiplied to obtain the baseband signal. In the 

simulation, only the baseband signal exists; it is assumed that the 

removal of carrier wave has been achieved. In order to determine which 

symbol has been sent in the presence of noise and ISI, the demodulator 

generally includes some sort of matched filter to maximize the SNR. For 

a rectangular signal pulse, the optimum detector is an integrate-and-

dump filter (IDF). However, when the signal is subjected to a PSF with 

group delay equalizer, it was found that the peak value detector (PVD) 

yields somewhat better performance than the IDF. We shall, therefore, 

use both detectors in the simulation. 

4.3.1 Integrate-and-Dump Filter . (IDF) 	 - 

Figure 4.1 depicts the receiver with the IDF in block diagram form. 

The signal alone is simulated, and the noise source is considered to be 

at the output of the IDF, as indicated in Fig. 4.2. 

The effective'noise power at the output of the IDF is computed 

according to theory. The simulated signal is integrated over one symbol 

interval. A sample is taken at the end of each symbol interval. The 

average symbol energy'is estimated from the output of the IDF. With the 

nominal SNR specified, the actual bit energy,to.noise ratio EB/No  can be 

computed. The probability of error  for  this  value  can then be computed 

according to theory.  This  is dOne for the entire string of symbols in 
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Fig. 4.1 General receiver block diagram. 

optional 	downlink 
noise 

Fig. 4.4 Cascade of receive filter, PSF, and IDF in the 
- frequency domain. 
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the sequence, and the average over all symbols processed is the 

representative probability of error curve of the system being simulated. 

The downlink noise is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and variance 

2 	2 a where a is the noise power. The noise is assumed to be white with 

two-sided spectral density  N0/2 in the frequency band of interest, as 

shown in Fig. 4.3. The symbol probability of error is related to the 

SNR. 

The definition of SNR may be stated as 

A2 E
s 	

E 
b 	1, SNR =

.2a2 - N BT 	• BT j'°g2"
,  

o 	o 
 

(4.10) 

where 

A
2
/2 is the power of the RF signal 

a 	is the noise power 

is the symbol energy 

is the symbol duration 

is the bit energy 

is the 1-sided noise power spectral density 

is the signal 3 dB bandwidth 

is the number of possible symbols in signal space. 

In Chapter 6, we shall present all results in terms of the bit energy to 

noise ratio E
b
/N

o' 

Now let us calculate the effective noise power after it has passed 

through the receive filter, the PSF, and the IDF. 

Let the transfer function of the receive filter be denoted by 

H
r
(f), the transfer function of the PSF be denoted by H (f), and that of 

the IDF by H i (f) as indicated in Fig. 4.4. The input-output 



co 
2 2 	. _ 	. 2 	(f)1 2 1Hi (f)1 df 

'o 
(4. 13) 
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relationship of an IDF is given by 

f x(u)du; 	, 0 < t < T 

.y(t) 	 • 	(4,12) 
otherwise. 

Then, in the system being simulated the noise power at the output of the 

IDF . is  givn by 

If the PSF is not included, the term IH p (f)1 2  is simply dropped from Eq. 

(4.13). This equation is readily implemented in discrete form. 

4.3.2 Peak Value Detector (PVD)  

As already mentioned, the IDF may not be the optimum - detector when 

the signal is subjected to the PSF. We may then use the peak value 

detector (PVD) which simply seeks for the relative peak in each received 

symbol. The signs of the peak value in both I and Q channels determine•

which symbol was transmitted. 

Treatment of the downlink noise and, accordingly, the computation 

of the SNR at the output of the PVD is exactly the same as in the case 

of the IDF, explained in the previous section. The IDFs in Figs. 4.1 

and 4.2 need only be replaced by a circuit which discriminates the 

largest relative value of the symbol sample. In the equivalent noise 

power calculation, illustrated in Fig. 4.4, and presented by Eq. (4.13) 

the  H 1 (f) should only be replaced by unity. 

To make the comparison of both detection methods possible we 



n(t) = n(t)cosioct 4 hy (t) ,sinwe  (4.14) 

2 	.2 -(ny 1 
p(n )- y ?Me; (4.16) 
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provide both IDF and PVD options in the simulation by simply giving the 

corresponding value to the input parameter ISYNC. When ISYNC =0, the 

detection is provided by an IDF while ISYNC = 1 causes the symbol 

detection by a PVD. This way the choice is independent of the presence 

or the absence of the PSF. 

4•4 Probability of Error Computation  

The calculation of probability of error for received symbols in the 

présence of Gaussian noise differs from one modulation to another. For 

the case of the ideal receiver synchronization, they will be described 

below in separate subsections. The case where synchronization errors 

exist will be treated in the next section. 

4.4.1 . M-ary CPSK _ , 	_ 
' 	. 	

. 

	

.. 	, 	. , 
. 	. 

4.4.11 Général i.lar'Y CPSK - . 	" 	. 	• 

It 'can bé Shown [23] that GauSsian randoffi Koise ..in'harrow , band 

channels can be rePrésented by I and Q channel 'components as 

where  n(t)  and n (t)
' 
 ère independent and' Gaussian'. _ The statistics 

Y  

governing n (t) and n
Y 
 (t) are'identical naMely,' 

'  

2 2 
-(n/20.  ) .1 P(nx) 	e.17 g e 
 

(4.15) 



Y(t) = s (t) 	n (t). 
Y 	Y 

(4.19) 
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where a
2 is the variance of the random variables nx and n

Y 
 and equals 

the noise power. 

When a narrow band signal is received by the receiver, I and Q 

components of the signal will result after it is coherently detected. 

The signal components are corrupted by the I and Q noise components. 

Thus, the resulting signal and noise has the form 

s(t) = [s(t) 	nx(t)]cosw t — [s (t) 	n (t)]sinwct 	(4.17) 
Y 	Y 

Figure 4 • 5 depicts a phasor diagram of the signal and noise. 	The 

resultant vector representing the signal plus noise in the phasor plane 

will have a certain probability of having its tip in a particular region 

in the phasor plane. 

For M—ary. PSK signals the phasor plane is divided into M equal 

sectors, each of which represents a region for correct detection of a 

symbol. The probability of a.received symbol béing in error is simply 

the probability that the resultant signal plus noise vector lies outside 

the given region. 

The I and Q components of the signal plus noise may be considered 

as a random peocess. Define the random variables X(t) and Y(t) by 

X(t) = s(t ) 	n( t ) 	 (4.1 8 ) 

The joint density function - of X and Y, for independent noise components 

and fixed signal components is 
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Fig. 4.5 General phasor representation of signal 
and noise. 
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. 1:)(xJ ) = p(X)p(Y) , - 

2 	2 -[(X-s-s ) 7/2a
2  

e 
2 ir cr 

( 14.20) 

The required phase density function is found by transforming Eq. 

(4.20) into polar coordinates, p(X,Y) 	p(R,6), where 

R(t) 	XC2(t)(t) 

- = tan
1 
 [Y(t)/X(t)]. 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

We may then rewrite Eq. (4.20) in the form 

• R -[R
2

+A
2
-2RAcos( 0-0 ] /2a

2 
e 

27ra 
•p(R,O) = (4 .23) 

where signai components are expressed,as sx  = A cos (I), and sy  = A sin (I). 

The probability density function p(0)  of the  random variable 

 ,obtained by integratpg, Eq. (4.23) from R=0 to R=0;,  to get_ 

e P  
P C  e) 	— + 	cos( .... 0 erfcC-,/rD' cos( 0- )  277 

where erfc(•) is the complementary error function 

oo 	2 
erfe(z) 	e-u du, 

vir 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

and 
p B 

Due to intersymbol interference (ISI), the received symbol in the 

absence of noise will not lie exactly in the center of the correct 

region, but rather will be displaced by a certain distance from the 



1 
— erfc(43- ) - 2 (4.27) 
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Center,  as  eXplained in the previOUs•mOrk [1]. -  It waS also illustrated 

ih ,[1] that in thé Casé of SéVeré ISI, SOMe received - symbols may bé in 

érrOr even in  the absence of GaùàSian randàm noise. In this case  the 

 probability of error'is 

1 - Prob (the noise will swing the received symbol 

back to the correct region) 
>(4-.26) 

4.4.1.2 The Special Case of 2- and 4-phase CPSK  

The cases of 2 and 4 phase CPSK have some unique features which 

makes the computation of probability of error much simpler. It also 

applies in the cases of OPSK and FFSK. They are discussed in the next 

subsection. The case of 2-phase CPSK is treated, and the extension to 

the 4-phase case is straightforward. 

In the 2-phase case, the received symbol can assume only two 

values. An error is committed if the noise has sufficient energy to 

swing the received symbol in the opposite direction so that the received 

symbol has a sign opposite to that of the transmitted symbol. The 

probability of error for thé 2-phase CPSK is given by a well known 

results [23] 

The probability of error for the 4-phase CPSK case is readily obtained 

from the 2-phase result [23]. 

4.4.1.3 The OPSK and FFSK  

The calculation of probability of error for OPSK and FFSK is 

identical to the coherent 4-phase case. 	Once the symbol energy is 



Pe = 2P' — P'
2 

e 	e (4.28) 
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estimated, the probability of error can be computed from Eq. (4.27). 

In the OPSK case, the land Q channel signals are obtained after 

coherent detection. An IDF is used in'each channel to integrate the 

received I and Q signals for , one symbol interval. At the end of every 

symbol interval, a sample is taken and its sign is used to determine the 

sign of the transmitted symbol. 

In the FFSK case, a similar procedure is applied, except that the 

symbols are weighted by a'half sine before an IDF is applied. 

4.4.1.4 Differentially Encoded CPSK  

As shown in subsection 2.1.2 the Differentially Encoded CPSK yields 

approximately twice the value of the probability of error of the 

corresponding coherently encoded modulation. In fact, the probability 

of error is given by Eq. (2.18). 

where P is the .probability of error for the corresponding CPSK. For e 

very small1P' P = .2P' and for larger- value  Of P' it is somewhat less e' e 	e 	 e 

than  2P.  

4.4.2 Differential PSK  

The differential decoding requires the multiplication of the 

incoming signal by its delayed (by one symbol) replica. Hence, when 

considering probability of error, noise samples at two time instants are 

involved. The retrieval of information from DPSK signals may be 

considered as the process of evaluating the difference of the phase 

angles represented by two successive symbols. In the analysis of CPSK, 



- 0
1 • (4.29) 
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it was noted that the vector representing the signal plus noise has a 

probability density given by Eq. ,  (4.2)4). The tip of the vector. 

representing the first symbol,plus ,noise has a probability that it will 

lie anywhere on the phase plane. The same is true for the tip of the 

vector representing the second symbol. Therefore, .the difference 

between these two vectors will have a definite probability of lying 

anywhere on the phase plane. This probability is described by a density 

function obtained by the convolution of the two phase density functions 

associated with the two symbols. Figure 4.6 depicts the two signal 

symbols plus noise in the phase plane. 

Foryche.two ; successive-signal symbols, s l Y(delayed symbibl) and s2 

 with  amplitudes A l  and A2 , the  probability density:function for' the 

phase differential 

, 

iS given by the convolution integral [1] 
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2  
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 , 	i=1,2 

a
2 

= noise power. 

(4.30) 

The probability of error, is then given by [1] 
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Fig. 4.6 DPSK signal space or phaSor-representation 
showing the effect of additive noise. 
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1 - fP(Ae)d(e)) 	 (4.31) 

where  I  is the correct decision region. 

4.5 Synchronization Considerations  

The analysis of the coherently encoded CPSKs and FFSK, presented 

in the Section 4.4, assumed an ideally synchronized receiver. When this 

assumption is not justified, i.e., when the carrier/symbol 

synchronization is not perfect, additional degradation of the receiver 

performance occurs. In our analysis we shall treat carrier 

synchronization and symbol synchronization separately. 

4.5.1 Carrier Recovery  

Carrier recovery circuits for the coherent modulations consist of 

either the M-th power circuit or the Costas loop.  .Oor a binary CPSK, 

M=2, which yields a squaring circuit while for M=4 the filtered incoming 

signal is taken to the fourth power. The integral part of any carrier 

recovery circuit is a phase-locked oscillator (PLO). An example of the 

carrier recovery circuit for the 2-phase CPSK with square-law technique, 

is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 4.7 E30]. The incoming signal 

embedded in a white Gaussian noise is bandpass filtered and squared and 

passed through the PLO (bounded by a dashed rectangle in the figure). 

The PLO output is multiplied by the input signal, and the product is 

passed through a matched filter, after which the decision about the 

transmitted phase (1)
n is made. 

The squaring operation effectively removes the modulation +A and 

creates a line component in the spectrum at double carrier frequency 
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Fig. 4.7 Block diagram of the square-low carrier recovery technique. 
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2W0 . The squared output for an input r(t) can be represented as 

2r2  (t) = 2{A(t)sinw ot + N (t)sin[w t + 	(t)]} 2  a 	on 

= -A
2  (t)cos2w

o 	2A(t)Na (t)cos[2wo + (Pn(t)] (4.32) 

2 = N
a(t)osf2wo + 24) n(t)] + A

2
(t) + - N a (t) 	A(t)Na(t)cos(i) (t) 

where N
a
(t) is the amplitude, and '1) n(t) phase of the bandpass filtered 

input noise component. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 

(4.2) is the line component of the spectrum at 2w 0  and the other terms 

are noise and DC biased terms. The PLO acts as a narrowband filter 

centered about carrier frequency wo . It attempts to track the input 

phase 4) representing the pure carrier component at the output of the 

second (or fourth) power multiplier in the carrier recovery loop. 

During the tracking procedure, the estimate n of phase (I) n will be 
in 

error 

Depending on various factors, e.g., PLO loop filter order, PLO noise 

loop bandwidth, B
n

, and others [30], the anount of error e will remain 

even after the tracking is performed. The principle influence on the 

amount of e is due to the finite loop noise bandwidth  B. In fact, we 

can find theoretical degradation of performance caused by imperfect 

carrier synchronization, by specifying B n and by knowing the probability 

distribution of the error e. 

The steady-state probability density function for the phase error 

for a PLO is given by the Tikhonov density function [30] as 

p(e) = (jec°8e )/2 7rI (a) (4.3 )4 ) 
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where I
o ( 6 ) is the modified Bessel function of zero order, and a is the 

parameter related to the normalized output-noise bandwidth factor by 

Eb 
a  F 14-  o 

and 5  is given by 

(4.35) 

In Eq. (4.36) Bn 
is the noise loop bandwidth, B is the channel signal 

3 ,dB bandwidth, T is symbol duration, and En/No is the bit energy to 

noise ratio. It is clear that the smaller the noise loop bandwidth Bn  

is, the larger the noise bandwidth factor 8 bedomes. Ideally, as 

6+oe, and E'0. This would require, however, infinitely long tracking 

time. 

For the 2-phase CPSK, the output-error probability is obtained by 

averaging the error probability for a given phase error E over all lei<IT 

[3d] 

11" ŒCOSE 

P 	= 	e 	• 11
2Fit) 

(a)  erfc( 	CPS e(2) 	2wI 
o 

(4.37) 

In the simulation, we specify the value 8 which we want to use in 

the particular calculation and the probability of error is calculated by 

using Eq. (4.37) where all other quantities are already known. 

For the 4-phase CPSK case, similar arguments yield the following 

expression for the  probability of error [30]. 

ff ŒCOSE 

Pe (4) = f 	{eect 
8nIo (a) 

2Eb  
coseln5..)] 	erf 	cos 

\i2En  
4 	cL 17,-- 	( -4--)71dé 

O. 

(4.38) 
where, in this case 
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and e is a quantity dependent on the Eb/No , the BT product, and the 

bandwidth ratio B/Bn [30]. Again, we specify z as our simulation 

parameter. 

Since the OPSK and FFSK are generated in the same way as 4-phase 

CPSK, their error rate performances are computed in the same way, i.e., 

by using Eq. (4.38). 

4.5.2 Symbol Synchronization  

Power-efficient digital receivers generally require the existence 

of a digital clock synchronized to the receiver symbol stream to control 

the integrate-and-dump detection filters and/or to control otherwise the 

timing of , the output symbol stream. 

We shall briefly mention here four different classes of symbol/bit 

synchronizers. They are all self-synchronizing techniques applied to 

non-return-to-zero (NRZ) symbol streams [30]. 

(1) Nonlinear-filter synchronizer [34]. 

This open loop type of synchronizer functions by linearly filtering 

the received symbol stream to reduce the noise and to magnify the 

observability of the symbol transitions. The filter output is then 

passed through a memoryless even-law nonlinearity to produce a 

spectral line at the symbol rate. This synchronizer is commonly , 

used in high bit rate links and links which normally operate at 

high SNR. 

(2) Inphase/Midphase (IP/MP) synchronizer (also termed the data 

transition :tracking synchronizer)[35]. 
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This synchronizer operates in a closed loop and combines the 

operations of symbol detection and symbol synchronization. The 

symbol detector determines which symbols represent a change from 

the previous symbol and whether a (10) or a (01) transition has 

occurred. This transition information is then utilized to provide 

the correct  sign to tracking error channel. 	The IP/MP 

synchronizer can be employed even at low SNR and medium data rates. 

It also operates well even in the presence of relatively long times 

between transitions. 

(3)Early-late bit synchronizer [36]. 

This type of bit synchronizer is similar to the IP/MP technique. • 

It too involves a closed loop system but has a somewhat different 

method of obtaining the bit-timing error estimate. 

(4) Optimum (maximum-likelihood) synchronizer [34]. 	• 

This type of synchronizer uses an optimal means for searching for 

the correct synchronization time cell during acquisition. 	This 

synchronizer is an open-loop system rather • than a tracking 

technique. This approach is generally not practical; nevertheless 

it does represent a bound on obtainable performance. 

We see that a variety of symbol/bit synchronizing techniques exist 

in digital communications systems. The above mentioned techniques are 

only a few, and they are restricted to a particular signalling type. It 

is impractical to examine the different synchronization schemes in the 

simulation. It is more practical to analytically examine the influence 

of the bit synchronization error on the bit error rate; the same 

approach we adopted for , carrier synchronization. This way the 

comparative analysis of vvious modulation schemes is possible, and 
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performance prediction is obtainable. 

The probability density function of the clock timing error, 

normalized to the symbol duration, e
n
=e/T is given by the Tikhonov 

density function [15] as 

eos(2ne n)/(2na e )
2 

The bit error probability for a given clock timing error e
n 

is [15] 

R (e ) 	R (1-e ) 1 
o 

pe(en) 	erfo{ 	s n Rs(o s) 	n  
No  

fE 	R5(e) 	. Rs(17-en ) u 	
N
o' 

. 	R
s
(0) 

1 erfet (4.41) 

where  R(c) is the autoeorrelation function of the input waveform. For 

random NRZ input we have 

- 

 

By substituting Eq. (4.42) into (4.41) we obtain for the bit error 

probability for a given e n  

iît7). 	1 
erfeE 

o  
17.1- (1 -2 4,11) ] 

1 
erfe( 

The expected bit error probability is obtained by averaging 
 "en   

(e ) over 

en to obtain 
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where pe (e n ) is given by Eq. (4.40). 

In the simulation, we specify the normalized standard deviation a 

in Eq. (4.40) as an input parameter, and with this value, we compute Eq. 

(4.44) by numerical integration. All other quantities involved in Eqs. 

(4.40), (4.43) and (4.44) are known or previously computed. That way we 

directly obtain the bit error rate will specified clock timing errors. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIMULATION PACKAGE  

5.1 Introduction  

The simulation package consists of the main program and the 

subroutine modules which perform the simulation of signal at various 

points along the channel. The general block diagram is given in Fig. 

1.1. 

A more detailed flow diagram is shown in Fig. 5.1. The main part 

of the simulation program is composed of three groups of subroutines, 

namely 

(a) signal generating subroutines 

(h) filtering and nonlinear amplifying subroutines 

(0) signal decoding and probability of error computation subroutines. 

There are also other supplementary subroutines necessary for the 

simulation. They are 

(d) integration subroutines 

(e) function subroutines 

(f) parameter computation subroutines. 

5.2 Operation of the Simulation Package  

The simulation package is organized to operate with the set of in-

put parameters stored in input file. The whole simulation can be 

repeated NLOOP times within one program run. Accordingly, NLOOP is the 

first parameter in the input file, followed by NLOOP sets of other 

parameters. 

It is possible to bypass certain portions of the program at will. 

E124-1.7 
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This can be done by assigning cbrresponding values to "JUMP" parameters. 

Ascan be seen'in Fig. 5.1 there are five of these parameters.. The role 

of these. parameters . and their particular values are described in Table 

5;1. With such'an organization of the program, it is easy to analyZ'é: 

the influence of the particular channel impairments either separat'ely or 

in any desired combination, thereby providing a very flexible simulation 

program. 

The main output results of the program are the probability of bit 

error and the probability of symbol error, both as a function of the 

receiver filter output bit energy to noise energy ratio (E /N ). The 

array of specified Eb/No  values is given in terms of initial Eb/No , 

denoted SNR1, the SNR increment DSNR, and NSNR, the number of points for 

which the probability of error is to be computed. 

Other input parameters are TWIDB and HPIDB, the input operating 

points of the TWT transponder and high-power output amplifier, 

respectively. They are specified in decibels of input backoff. The 

value of 0 dB (saturating point) corresponds to 4.3 mV input voltage for 

the 261-H TWT transponder and to 10 mV for the Varian Helix TWT-VTC 6660 

C2 HPA. 

The particular modulation scheme is selected by a particular value 

for the parameter ITYPE. Correspondence between the value of ITYPE and 

the modulation scheme is given in Table 5.2. Although types 4 and 5 

(16-phase CPSK and 4-phase DPSK) were not included in the proposal, they 

are retained from the original simulation package [1], and can be used 

if need arises. An important parameter in the simulation is the product 

of the filter 3 dB bandwidth and the symbol duration, BT. It alleviates 

the need to specify both 3 dB bandwidth and the channel symbol rate 
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Table 5.1 Values of JUMP Parameters 

PARAMETER 	FUNCTION 	VALUE 	PARTICULAR FUNCTION 

PULSE 	b 	BYPASS P.S.F. 
SHAPING 

FILTER JUMP1 	1 	NYQUIST 4. G. DELAY EQUALIZER 

SWITCH 

2 	NYQU. + x/sin(x) 4. G. DEL. EQUAL. 

HPA 	0 	BYPASS HPA 
JUMP2 

SWITCH 
1 	HPA PROCESSING 

CCI 	0 	BYPASS CCI 

JUMP3 	SWITCH 
1 	CCI AT INPUT OF UPLINK FILTER 

2 	CCI AT OUTPUT OF DOWNLINK .FILTER 

ACI 	0 	BYPASS ACI 

JUMP4 	SWITCH 
1 	ACI AT INPUT OF UPLINK FILTER 

2 	ACI AT OUTPUT OF DOWNLINK FILTER 

SYNCH. 	0 	NO SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR 

JUMP5 	SWITCH 
CARRIER SYNCHRONIZATION 

SYMBOL SYNCHRONIZATION 
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Separately, and makes . the' comparative anàlysis'More general. Presently, . 

only one value of BT is .specified for all the filters in the satellite -

link, so  as  tci minimize the nuMber of input parameters. However»it'is 

a simple matter to spepify separate BT products; if it becomes neeesary. 

ITYPE 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 . 	8 	11 	12 	13 	18 

Mod. 	2-4 	44 	84 	16-4 	4-4 	2-4 	offse 	2-1) 	4-1) 	8-4, 	FFàK 
Schem 

CPSK CPSK 	CPSK 	CPSK 	DPSK 	DPSK 	PSK 	FSK 	differential encoding 

As mentioned in Section 4.3, two types of detectors are used. It 

was mentioned  that  the IDF is the optimum filter when the PSF is not 

present, and that the PVD yield somewhat better performance when the PSF 

is included. To allow any combination of filters and detectors, a 

separate input parameter is included, which gives the option between two 

types of detectors. When ISYNC = 0, the IDF is selected while the value 

of 1 selects the PVD, independent of the value of JUMP1. Also, when the 

PSF is included in the link, the presence of the non-minumum phase 

all-pass nepwork causes time advance of the signal. It is therefore 

necessary to introduce an intentional delay to compensate for this 

advance, and it can be done by giving a number of delayed symbols as a 

value for , the input parameter IDELAY. The value of 4 or 6 will suffice 

for any value of the PSF rolloff factors ALPHT (for transmitter PSF) and 

ALPHR (for receiver PSF). 

Rolloff factors ALPHT and ALPHR are used only when the option with 

PSF is chosen (JUMP1 = 1 or 2). They should be specified (as dummies), 
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however, even where this is not the case, so that the input file is 

correctly read by the program. This is also true for the cther optional 

parameters, such as HPIDB mentioned before, and for the parameters of 

the CCI and ACI signals, and synchronization parameters. For the CCI, 

We specify the input signal-to-CCI-ratio in dB, SCCIR, number of  'CCI 

• tones, KCC (up to 10) and the array FCC(KCC) which specify the positions 

of the tones on the frequency-scale in terms of percentage power of the 

useful signal. The program computes these positions in terms of . FFT 

array indices and outputs these indices. When the ACI is included in 

the simulation, AATNDB is the signal-to-AdI-power ratio in dB before the 

Ad,  filtered through the main channel filters. The corresponding 

ratio, after filtering is perforMed, is the programs output result. We 

also specify the separation, CHSEP, between the carriers, as indicated 

in Fig. 3.7. The maximum value for CHSEP (=2.0) corresponds to the 

separation equal to the total FFT length, i.e., to  L096.  complex 

frequency samples.  The, value for CHSEP is given in fractions of 

this length. An option is also provided for the separate BT product for 

the adjacent channel filters, and is specified by the parameter BTINT. 

Finally, two parameters determine the phase - locked- loop (PLL) 

bandwidths, for the calculation of synchronization erros. When the 

carrier synchronization is treated (JUMP5 = 1), BTL2 is the PLL 

bandwidth factor for the BPSK, and BTL4 is the corresponding factor for 

the QPSK. As noted before, both BTL2 and BTL4 are used for the offset 

PSK and FFSK. In the symbol synchronization case (JUMP5 = 2) BTL2 is 

the standard deviation for the symbol synch error normalized with 

respect to the symbol duration, and BTL4 is a dummy. 

Since the plotting of the simulation results is dependent on the 
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actual computer-system, being used, it Was-decided that plotting.hot be 

included,  in the main simulation program. - Instead, the arrays to .be 

plotted are Written  •in binary format .on the separate output files, so 

that the separate programs read these arrays, process them, and plot 

them. It is particularly convenient to 'do so on thé HP 1000 

minicomputer, because. its plotting software requires a significant . 

amount of storage and cannot be incorporated  in the simulation package 

• which, by itself, is memory Consuming. 

Besides the arrays of probability of error versus . Eb/No , program 

also stores for plotting the signal spectra at various points in the 

channel. These spectra are identified by a value of thé parameter IDENT 

which- .is alsC written on the output ,  file, thus enabling' the 

identification , of the written spectra when they  are  read off by the 

plotting program. Chapter six will  provide examplea'of the 'carious 

types of results which can. be  obtained from the program- 

Note: The user's -package for plotting  signal power spectra should 

provide the following two parameters: 

NPOINT: number.of complex spectral points for.drawing (maximum 4096). 

This way, only the desired portion of spectrum will be plotted, instead 

of the whole spectrum, enabling the user to truncate all sidelobes 

toward the end points, and to emphasize the' main lobe and the first few 

sidelobes. . . 

NSMOOT = number of spectral points averaged. If, for.exampie, NSMOOT=9, 

then the k-th plotted.spectral value is the average of 9 neighbouring 

values, k-4. , 'This' way, spectral plots become 

less peaky. 
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6. SIMULATION RESULTS  

6.1: General 	 • 	• 

In .n.is chapter.we Shell discuss the resultà of the simulation of 

digital modulation -  schemes for communicatioh over satellite Channels 

using the Teogram described in the preceding chapters. . 

Unless otherwise specified, all simulations were performed using 

four-Pole 1/2  dB • riPpie Chebyshev filters 'in both the uplink' and 

downlink channels. As an approximation to Nyquist cosine rolloff 

filtérs,.Butterworth -filters of order four are used in both transmitter 

and receiver as pulse-shaping . filters (PSF) cOmbined with sècond-orden 

all-pass delay equalizers. Inclusion of an x/sin(x) 'amplitude equaliter 

is.. optional. The satellite TWT transponder was modelled as a Hughes 

26I-H tube, and à Varian Helix TWT-VTC 6660 C2 ser. 106 was used as a 

transmitter eenth station high-power amplifier.(HPA). For most of the 

Simulations, the pulse-shaping rolloff factor was set to a = 0.3 in both 

transmitter  and  . receiver pulse-shaping filters, while the operating 

points of the TWT-and HPA were set to 0 dB and 6 dB of input backoff, 

respectively. • 

When the PSF's are not included in the simulation, detection is 

performed .  by using an integrate- and- dump filter (IDF), whereas when 

they were included, a peak value detector (PVD) was used. With the 

PSFs present in the simulation, the signal stream must be delayed by 

'DELAY symbols'in order to compensate for the advance intnoduced by an 

allpass network. Usually, a delay of 2-3 symbols.is  sufficient, and a 

value of 4 is chosen for all simulations, so-as to compensate for all 

possible cases. Any valuàqarger than that and mailer than LSKIP (=20) 



yields identical simulation results. 

When the simulation includes only the Chebyshev filters and the 

transponder TWT nonlinearity, the case encoMpassed in the loeevious 

simulation reported in El], we refer to it .as the basic . channel case. 

The "JUMP" parameters, described  in the previous . chapters, are all equal 

to zero in that case. , 

The effects of various channel improvements on the  system 

performance are illustrated for the coherent QPSK Modulation :scbeme-,, 

since it is the most frequently used  in satellitecommunications.- The 

other - modulation types are simulated for some .selected channel 

parameters -,.and comparisons  are made with the QPSK Performance 

evaluations were primarily  made.  using probability of bit- error, Pbe. 

versus bit-énergy-to-noise ratio, .Another form of evaluation 

used is the presentation of thé signal spectra at-variouspoints in the 

channel. In the P be  vs. Eg  /No  diagrams, Eb/No was varied from 0 dB to 

-6 20  dB in ,  0.5 dB steps. The minimum P
be is limited to 10 	in these 

diagrams, although mailer values are displayed in the output printed 

results. Yorconvenience, the power spectral  densities are plotted 

versus the-,nbrmalized frequency, (f-fc )T, which ranges from -2.0 to 

+2.0. Magnitudes of the spectra are plotted in dB, normalized to the 

peak value. 
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6.2 Coherent 4-phase CPSK  

6.2.1 Basic Channel  

Simulation runs were performed for various BT products. Figure 6.1 

shows the probability of bit error . versus bit energy-to-noise ratio, 

Eb/No' for the basic channel, when the TWT transponder is in saturation. 

Performance degradatidn increases steadily with decreasing BT. Stmilar, 

behaviour is noticed from the curves in Fig. 6.2 where the probability 

of bit error is plotted for the case where the TWT transponder operates 

at 14 dB input backoff, and is essentially in the linear region. 

However, as the BT product approaches unity, the performance 'of the 

system at saturation when Eb/No  is high is seen to be slightly better 

than the performance of the system in the linear region. One reason is 

that at saturation, the incidental modulation phase due to amplitude 

variation is not as severe as when the TWT is operating linearly. 

6.2.2 Pulse Shaping Filters and HPA Nonlinearity 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the transmitted power spectral densities 

(PSD), and the PSD's at the receive filter outputs for 0 dB and 14 dB 

TWT input backoff, respectively. We see that the saturated system tends 

to regenerate higher sidelobes than the system operating in the linear 

region. 

The effects of the PSF on the system performance is illustrated in 

Fig. 6.5 where BT=1, and the TWT transponder is operating in the linear 

region. The solid curve (A) shows the performance of the basic channel 

for comparison. When the PSF only is included in transmitter and 

receiver, the performance improves by about 1 dB (B). By adding an HPA 

nonlinearity in the channel, the performance degrades only by a fraction 
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of a dB (C). Cascading of the x/sin(x)  amplitude  equalizer to a PSF 

slightly worsens the perfoilmance at high values  of  Eb/No (D). One 

reason  is  that the peak of the x/sin(x) equalizer emphasises the 

spectral content in the vicinity of the carrier frequency. Finally, we 

included the probability of error curve (E) for the case when the IDF is 

used for symbol detection instead of the PVD. The comparison of curves 

(D) and (E) shows that the latter one is slightly less than 0.5 dB worse 

than the former, when Eb/No  is high. 

The transmitted (T) and the received (R) spectra for the above 

cases are shown in Fig. 6.6. We see that, when the PSFs are included in 

the channel, the received spectra are practically independent of the 

presence of the x/sin(x) equalizer and the HPA nonlinearity; curves 

- (B,C,D*and E) for the receiver oiferlap almost completely. 

The 'influence of the HPA operating point is presented inFigs. 6.7 

-; 
and 6.5.: Figure 6.7 shows the probability of bit error fOr' the channel 

with PSF and HPA with 14 dB input backoff (solid curve) and 0 dB input 

backoff (dotted curve). The corresponding PSDs are shown in Fig. 6.8. 

We see that the performance of the system with a saturated HPA is 

practically the same as that of the system with linear operating point. 

Figure 6.9 shows the probability of bit error vs. Eb/No  with HPA 

and PSF for various values of the rolloff factor Œ. The value of 0.3 

for the rolloff factor in both transmitter and receiver PSFs gives 

somewhat better performance than the other values. However, the total 

change in the performance degradation, for the examined range of a, does 

not exceed 1 dB. The transmitted signal PSD (dotted curve) and the 

received signal PDSs for the values of a used in Fig. 6.9 are shown in 

Fig. 6.10. Gradual decreasing of spectral width with increasing a is 
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apparent. 

6.2.3 Cochannel and Adjacent Channel Interferences 

Cochannel Interference (CCI) is modeled by one or more sinusoidal 

tones added to the channel signal. The number of CCI tones is specified 

by the parameter KCC (maximum 10) and the overall signal-to-CCI ratio is 

specified by SCCIR. The power of each CCI tone is then 1/KCC times the 

total interference power. The input array FCC contains the positions of 

the CCI tones, normalized to the fraction of the total signal power. 

For example, the value of FCC(1) = 0.15 places the first CCI tone at 

that frequency f /  of the signal spectrum,. which has the property that 

the energy contained in the region between carrier frequency f
'c 

and the 

frequency fc  + f l  is 15 percent of the total signal energy. 

The effect of one CCI tone positioned at FCC = 0.25 with various 

strengths relative to the transmitted signal, incorporated in the 

channel with the PSFs and HPA, is given in Fig. 6.11. We see that the 

performance degrades rapidly when the CCI tone is less than 10 dB below 

the signal. When the SCCIR is 0 dB the probability of error is 

determined solely by the intersymbol interference, Figure 6.12 shows the 

received spectra for the saMe CCI conditions. With the value of SCCIR = 

0 dB the CCI tone is easily distinguishable.  The  finite width of the 

CCI spectral line in Fig. 6.12 is due to the 9 point averaging used in 

the PSD plotting.. 

Figure 6.13 shows the system performance in the presence of several 

CCI tones. In each case, the total SCCIR is equal 10 dB, so that with 

the increasing KCC, the individual CCI tone 'powers decrease. We observe 

that the worst performance is obtained when the number of CCI tones is 
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somewhere in the middle of the tested range, i.e., when KCC = 5. 

Variations in the receiver output PSDs are not significant in this case, 

as can be seen in Fig. 6.14. 

Addition of adjacent channel interference (ACI) further degrades 

the channel performance. Simulations are run with both CCI and ACI 

present, the only CCI tone being positioned at 25% of the total signal 

energy with SCCIR=15 dB. SeparatiOn between the . useful and Interfering 

channel is held at 0.1, and the attenuation of the ACI with respect to 

the signal iS varied. Curve (A) in Fig. 6.15 (solid curve) shows the 

performance with the CCI tone only. The remaining curves show the 

performance degradation when the Ad  I is attenuated by 6 dB (A), 3 dB (C) 

and 0 dB (D). The overall degradation is not significant àue to the 

efficient filtering of the Ad. 	The signal—to—ACI ratiàs at the 

receiver filter output for the cases (8), (C), and (D) in Fig. 6.15 are 

34.7, 28.9 dB, and 22.9 dB, respectively. 	, 

The solid curve in Fig. 6.16 shows the shape of the tails of the 

ACI PSD with respect to the main channel (dotted curve). Since each 

curve is individually normalized to its maximum value, the two curves 

are not on the same scale. Figure 6.17 shows the PSDs of the 

transmitted signal (A) and ACI (B), together with the PSD of the signal 

at the receiver filter output (C) and the combined signal plus ACI PSD 

at the output of the downlink Chebyshev filter (D). 

6.2.4 Carrier and Symbol Synchronization  

The effect of carrier synchronization error is illustrated in Fig. 

6.18, where the solid curve shows the channel performance without phase 

error for comparison. The remaining curves are obtained by varyfng 
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parameter BTL4 (s in Eq. (4.39)). 	As can be seen in Fig. 6.18, the 

higher the bandwidth ratio B/Bn , the larger the performance degradation. 

By varying the normalized standard deviation BTL2 (e in eq. 4.40), 

we obtain the set of curves in Fig. 6.19. These curves show the effeCt 

of synbol timing error on system performance. It is apparent from the 

results that, when n increases to more than 10 percent of the symbol 

duration, the performance is drastically degraded. In fact, we found 

that the probability of error is governed by intersymbol intereferance 

only. 

6.3 Other Modulation Schemes  

All the resulta presented so far, illustrate  performance for the 

quadrature (4-phase) shift keying'type of modulation. This type is the 

most frequently used. in actual satellite communications channels and, . 	. 

consequently, the majority of the result:s publiShed in the  literature, 

refers to this type. in.this subsection we  present some illustrative 

examples using .cther types of modulation which are also available in the 

simulation package. . 

Figure 6.20 shows the channel performance when the 2-phase CPSK is 

used. The dotted curve represents P e  versus Eb/Ne , for the channel 

which includes pulse-shaping - filters with x/sin(x) compensations in b6th 

'transmitter and receiver. The -solid' curve in Fig. .6.20 shows .the 

channel performance with 4-phase CPSK under the same Conditions as 

2-phase C .PSK, for comparison. 

.It can-be - sée.h - that:fôr-the'ialùe of 1.15 'for BT, the performance 

of the 2-phase CPSK is' abCüt 1 dB better thanthat of the 4-phase CPSK 

at P = e 10
-5 . The dàshed curve shows the performance for the 2-phase 
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in Fig. 6.22, which show the effect of 
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CPSK where both CCI and ACI are added. There is one CCI tone at the 

frequency at which 25 percent of the signal energy is contained, with 

SCCIR = 15 dB. The normalized separation of the adjacent channel is 0.1 

and its energy is 3 dB snaller than the signal energy (before filter-

ing). Degradation does not exceed 0.5 dB in the case shown. 

Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the .effects of carrier and symbol 

synchronization errors on the 2-phase CPSK, respectively. The solid 

curve in Fig. 6.21 shows the channel performance in thé absence of 

carrier synch error for comparison. The remaining curves are obtained 

by varying parameter BTL2 (R in eqs. ( )4 .35) and (4.36)). As in the 

4-phase CPSK case (Fig. 6.18), the higher the PLL bandwidth, the 

the performance degradation. 

By varying the normalized 

obtain the set of curves we 

larger 

symbol timing error on system' performance. 	It is apparent from the 

results that, fallen e
n increases over 10 percent of the 

symbol duration, 

the performance is drastically degraded, since the probability of error 

is governed by intersymbol interference only. 

Channel performance with the 8-phase CPSK is illustrated with the 

same set of parameters as for 2-phase CPSK. 'Figure 6.23 shows the 

results. The solid curve is for the 4-phase CPSK case (for comparison). 
• 

The dotted curve is for the 8-CPSK with pulse-shaping filters, and the 

dashed curve is for the case where both CCI and ACI are added. All 

running parameters are identical with those for the 2-phase CPSK case, 

presented in Fig. 6.20. System performance is governed by the 

intersymbol interference since 1.15 is too snail BT product for the 

8-phase CPSK (here, T refers to é symbol duration). 
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The next three figures show the simulation results for CPSK 

modulations with differential encoding employed. Figure 6.24 shows four 

curves for the 2-phase CPSK. The curve (A) illustrates the baàic 

channel, the curve (B) is the result when the PSFs are included in both 

transmitter and receiver, the curve (C) (with shorter dashes) shows the 

case when one CCI tone is added, and the curve (D) (with long dashes) 

shows the performance when the ACI is added. The simulation parameters 

are the same .as those used in Figs. 6.21 and 6.23. We note that the 

overall degradation in performance from curve (A) to curve (D) is less 

than 1 dB. 

Figures 6.25 and 6.26 present the results for 4-phase CPSK and 

8-phase CPSK, respectively, both with differential encoding. Curves'(A) 

to (D) in thèse figures dorrespond to the curves in Fig. 6.24, and the 

simulation parameters are the same. As in the case of coherent 

encoding, adding of one CCI tone to 4-phase PSK, degrades the channel 

performance by about 2 dB, whereas adding ACI does not increase P e  

singificantly. In the 8-phase case, the value of BT = 1.15 is again too 

small as in the coherent encoding case. 

Figure 6.27 shoWs the perfôrmance of the satellite channel when 

2-phase differential phase shift keying (DPSK) is used. The solid curve 

is for the channel with both transmitter and receiver PSFs included, and 

the dotted curve shows the probability of error when CCI and ACI are 

added. The simulation parameters are the same as in previous figures. 

The number of E /N values for which the Pe was calculated is reduced 
in b o 

thiS case because of long  computation  time needed for each point on a 

diagram. The curVe for the basic dhannél was licit drawn for the same 

. reason. We see that, in'the préSencé of thé PSFs., channel *performance 
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a 

degrades, and is leveled off' for higher 'values of SNR due to large 

inter  symbol intereference. The addition of the CCI and ACI does not 

The two curves in Fig. 6.27 degrade the performance significantly. 

almost overlap.' 

The last set of diagrams shows the channel performances when the 

offset—PSK and FFSK modulations are employed. 

Figure 6.28 contains 4 curves. The solid curve (A) is the case of . 

4—phase CPSK in the basic channel case shown for comparison. Curve (B) 

is for the offset CPSK case, again for the basic channel, curve (C) 

shows the performance when the PSFs and the HPA are included, while the,.: 

curve (D) depicts the performance when both CCI and ACI are added in the' 

uplink path. Performance degrades significantly with the addition of 

the PSFs and the HPA, while CCI and ACI further increase the probability 

of error. 

The set of diagrams for the FFSK case is shown in Fig. 6.29. AlI  

the curves in this figure have exactly the same set of parameters as 

those in Fig. 6.28. Again, as in the offset CPSK case, the performance 

degrades rapidly with PSFs, HPA, and interfering signals. 

Figures 6.30 and 6.31 show the effects of carrier synch error 

(curve (B)) and symbol synch error (curve (C)) for the offset CPSK and 

FFSK, respectively. Curve (A) in these figures is the performance 

without synchronization errors, with the same set of simulation 

parameters. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

The primary purpose of the investigation reported here was to 

develop and demonstrate a sophisticated computer simulation package for 

predicting the performance of digital satellite transmission systems. 

It provides a useful tool for the design and optimization of satellite 

communications systems and their components. 

In a previous 

which included the 

namely intersymbol  

study, a computer simulation package was developed 

primary sources of system performance.degradation: 

interference and nonlinear distortion due to the 

satellite transponder. However, a number of other effects were not 

included. 	These effects tend 

relative performance of different 

when attempting to predict the 

modulation on a satellite channel. 

A number  •of these secondary effects 

presented in this repdrt. These are: 

(1) The effect of cascaded nonlinearities, when the transmit earth 

station's high-power amplifier is included. 

(2) The effect of pulse-shaping filters in both transmitter and 

receiver. 	Each such filter here consists of a Nyquist cosine 

rolloff filter (approximated by a fourth-order Butterworth) 

cascaded with an x/sin(x) amplitude equalizer and an all-pass 

network for group-delay compensation. 

(3) The effects of cochannel interference, in either the uplink or 

downlink path, are represented by a number of sinusoidal tones (up 

to 10) distributed over the frequency band of interest. 

to be secondary when assessing  the  

modulations, but become very important. 

actual performance level of a given. 

were included in the study 

• 
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(4) the effect of adjacent channel interferende-in either the uplinkbr 

downlink path, l represented by signals having the same properties as 

the useful signal, and separated in frequency end by'a specified 

	

amount. 	 • 

(5) The effect of errors in carrier and clock recovery algorithms. ' 

Inclusion of the above effects makes dt possible to evaluate the 

performance of the satellite communication channel with greater 

flexibility, than by using the original simulation .package.. 

Some  of the  modulation séhemes liad'proved2.earlier . .to be> quite 

inadequate for satellite transmissicin systems, notably amplitude-phààe-

shift keying 11]. They'are, therefore -, exclUded'froffi.this'study. On 

the.other hand, some additional modulation typesWere - includéd;such - as 

differentially encoded 2, 4 and' 8-phase coherent ' 'phase-shift  keying. 

FurtherMore,  the offset phase-shift keying•and the fast frequency-shift 

keying were redesigned so as to be-consistent.with.the'modern àpproaCh 

which treats them  as a special,case_of the .4-phase PSK., ratâerthan the 

binary PSK. 

Simulation  results . presented in . this report, confirm the 

conclusions' that,  in  general ., the .2 and 4-phase PSKs as' well as , the 

offset PSK and:: FFSK are, more robust modulation types under the 

conditions Of the basic channel-than .the , 8-phase PSK  and the DPSK. 

Under  the conditions of added.nonlinearities and pulse shàping filters, 

the 2 and 4-phase PSKs 'remain more robust than  the offset PSK and FFSK 

modulations.. The latter two, however, are..still useful under the 

nominal satellite . channel• ' conditions". , 'On: the other hand the 

sensitivity of the 8-phase'PSK and: DPSt't&: .the channel nonldnearity is 

even more emphasized When an additicinaL[casdaded nonlinear'ity is 



developing optimal filtering 

generations of communications 

strategies  for both present and future 

increasing percentage As an satellites. 

I . 

12 2.1 

present, and they appear to be generally inappropriate for use in 

satellite communications if the HPA and NT are operated in the 

nonlinear region. 

The simulation results presented in this report are only a 

representative sample of what it is possible to obtain. Many different 

combinations of channel parameters can be used and their effects on any 

one of the various modulation types can be evaluated. Because of the 

detailed nature of the included effects, the simulation package should 

be useful as a system design tool, and we envisage some future work in 

this area. 

In particular, we feel that it should be a most useful tool for 

of the communications traffic in satellite systems becomes digital 

modulations, it will be necessary to develop improved filtering systems. 

For example, digitally modulated signals are much more sensitive to 

nonlinear group delay 'characteristics than their analog predecessors, 

and it therefore becomes necessary to design filter systems which are 

carefully group delay equalized. Another area which warrants 

considerable work is  that of the transmit and receive pulse shaping 

filters (PSF's). In the current study, we have used fourth order 

Butterworth' filters to approximate Nyquist raised cosine rolloff 

filters, which are optimal for linear channels. However, in the 

nonlinear satellite channel there is no guarantee that such filters are 

optimum, and it would be worthwhile to investigate the effects of using 

other filter types for pulse shaping. Computer simulation is possibly 

the only viable means for doing this. We, therefore, see that 
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considerable work is poàsible:on thé development of filtering systems 

and which have been optimized for a digital signalling environmen rt, 

rather than for the analog environment for which all present satellite 

systems have been designed. 

The other major area into which the present work should be extended 

is to consider the effects of uplink noise. Thèse  effects have not been 

included in the present work because to date the only proven method of 

doing so is by means of Monte Carlo simulation. Such simulations are 

inherently very time—consuming and expensive. In most satellite systems 

in use today, uplink noise effects are of.secondary importance because 

transmit earth stations have large high gain antennas'and high power 

outputs. However, the trend today, particularly in the 11-14 GHz band 

is toward much smaller ,  earth stations using lower gain antennas and 

snaller power amplifiers. Systems using them can quite conceivably be 

uplink noise limited, and it is therefore of considerable importance to 

develop means for handling uplink noise effects. The simulation 

package in the present work uses so—called analytic simulation 

techniques in which signal and deterministic interference effects are 

simulated and downlink noise effects are calculated. 	It is highly 

desirable that similar techniques be developed for handling uplink 

noise. The problem here is caused by the satellite transponder 

nonlinearity which causes the uplink noise to become non—Gaussian, and 

also causes interactions between signal and noise. 
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